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How much cruder and more vulgar can Malaysian mainstream
media become?
by Zaharom Nain
ever has such a large
segment
of
the
Malaysian public been
more disenchanted
with their leaders than at the
present moment. Yet never
have the Malaysian mainstream
media been so out of touch
with this public sentiment.

N

responsible
journalism).’
Surely she was talking about
‘imaginary editors and journalists’ instead of imaginary
boundaries?

Colonised

Minds

were taken in and intoxicated
by the hype propagated principally by the very people who
had colonised us many years
ago.
Subsequently that ‘commercial
break’ was transformed into a

Evidently we live in a period
of contradictions. We have
Instead of addressing head-on seen politicians reminding us
the people’s many legitimate incessantly - especially during
concerns and anxieties, the the general election campaign
mainstream media - and main- period - not to allow Malaysia
stream journalists, by and to fall to its ‘enemies’ and not
large - have ignored these con- let our country be ‘re-colocerns, dismissed them as the nised’.
preoccupations of agitators
and troublemakers out to cre- But recently, those politicians,
ate discord in society, or give the same sponsors of these earsorry excuses for the media’s lier messages seemed to take
an extended television com- Banning Harakah will not solve
own shortcomings.
mercial break from their own UMNO's problems
In what can only be described messages when
as a lame and pathetic attempt they welcomed
at defending the indefensible, the year 2000.
a senior Malaysian reporter They revealed
from the mainstream media their true idenwhen
recently wrote in a regional tities
media newsletter that despite many of them
everything that’s happened in lost their head,
Malaysia over the past couple and wildly celof years, there are still ‘consci- ebrated a milentious editors and journalists lennium that
who do what they can to push had not quite
those imaginary boundaries (of arrived. They Harakah's soaring sales: Giving officials nightmares?
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But then these are the same
editors and journalists who
did not raise even a whimper
of protest when page after
page of their newspapers was
splashed with Barisan Nasional
‘advertisements’ clearly aimed
at intimidating Malaysian citizens during the election campaign. No, these editors and
journalists were too scared to
stand their ground and say
Whatever the official explana- that these bully-boy tactics had
tions for that crackdown, the absolutely no place in a democattacks on the opposition and racy.
the ‘alternative media’ such as
years
after
Harakah and Detik, do not bode Forty-three
well for free speech and de- Merdeka, a step away from (the
mocracy in our country. It real start of) a new millennium,
would be more accurate to and only a heartbeat away
think of such attacks as the con- from the oft-hyped year of
tinuation of a rather barbaric 2020, one would think that
Malaysian mainstream journal‘politics of vengeance’.
ists who write or talk about
These attacks reveal how des- democracy, caring society and
perate some quarters have be- ‘developed country’ status
come, needing to use force would be above all that kind
when reason and open debate of crude and vulgar ‘journalshould prevail. They illustrate ism’. One would think that the
how undemocratic our politi- ‘editors’ would have the decal situation has become, de- cency to exclude those crude
spite the inane assertions by and vulgar images of violence
apologists that democracy ‘a la to be published in the pages of
Malaysia’, whatever that their ‘newspapers’.
means, is alive and kicking.
Mediocrity
Rules
Cringing
and
Whingeing
Unfortunately, there are almost
This already pathetic situation no limits to how low they can
becomes even more deplor- go. True to form, the mainable when mainstream so- stream media hacks offer
called journalists and their un- ‘analyses’ that are so one-sided
ions utter not a single word of that only they themselves
protest. All they do is to cower could have been convinced.
and make excuses for not de- For instance, there was this tabfending either principles or loid which conducted two silly,
unrepresentative ‘voter surtheir colleagues.
badly scripted scene from a
Malay television drama. Just
when Muslims had barely begun the season of ‘bermaafmaafan’ (forgiveness), individuals linked to opposition groups
were being nabbed and
charged under archaic laws
which were introduced by the
very same people who colonised us many years ago.
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veys’. One survey was full of
holes. The other bore a gloss
of ‘scientific reliability’ just because it was conducted by an
academic (hack!). Both studies
were roundly criticised by
other respected academics
without the ‘researchers’ being
able to defend the surveys.
Still, along came a lackey reporter who probably could not
read, who picked up the sorry
pieces of data from the faulty
study, twisted the statistics further, and came out with grand,
but false, claims that - surprise,
surprise – supported BN. (I’ve
been told that this politically
ambitious lackey goes to the
same church as some top political leaders in order to be noticed.). Only a hack like this can
write with much pomposity
without realising that the
thinking public regards his
writing in the same light as the
braying of an ass.
Of course, he’s not the only
one. Many more have crawled
out of the woodwork, hoping
to make their presence felt,
each trying to outdo the mediocrity of the others. But such
mediocrity pales in comparison
with the mediocrity of the socalled ‘broadcast journalists’ –
sadly, nothing more than hack
reporters, except made up like
Barbie dolls, and then, more
hussy than brainy, they earnestly run down the opposition.

Opposite

Effect

Given the deplorable state of

the mainstream media, popular attempts to increase democratic space must not be derailed. Ironically the blatant
arrogance and abuse of power
by those who supposedly
know what’s good for the public have made the Malaysian
public much more aware of the
need to defend and extend democracy in our country.
Malaysians now demand more
critical and less compliant media. Many have stopped buying and reading what they consider to be purely propaganda
sheets. Many also treat local
television the way it deserves
to be treated - as escapist entertainment and fiction, far removed
from
reality.
Malaysians have indeed become more enlightened.
Surely the authorities can’t be
so dumb as not to realise that
silencing newspapers like
Harakah - even if on a technicality, even if temporarily - will
have the opposite effects to the
ones they desire.
It would be a monumental mistake to silence Harakah and
equate this silencing with a
sealing of the cracks. Even a
child can see that far from
mending the split in the Malay
community or helping to restore so-called Malay unity,
such a move will exacerbate
the split. Hard though it may
be for some to swallow, the
fact is Harakah did not cause or
precipitate the split. The real
causes of the split lie closer to

home, in the backyard of a particular party.
Moreover only someone
who’s spent his whole life in
cloud cuckoo land would believe that silencing Harakah –
or other ‘alternative media’ –
will have disenchanted
Malaysians rushing back to
subscribe to the mainstream
papers and lapping up whatever these papers spew.

Trust And
Credibility

media Super Corridor (MSC),
unless computers and copy
machines are banned as well,
Harakah’s website will be updated, upgraded, made more
canggih (sophisticated or stylish); its pages will be more avidly downloaded, copied and
widely distributed - irrespective of the new multimedia
laws, and regardless of the
‘jamming’ devices that can be
used.

Proponents of the MSC should
be thankful that while many of
The fact is, these mainstream our ministries (and ministers)
papers have lost what little are not quite up to speed as far
credibility they had because of as the new technology is contheir blatantly shabby, unpro- cerned, many opposition
fessional, one-sided coverage groups, on the other hand,
of significant events over the have taken up the call to utipast couple of years. Many lise the technology.
Malaysians no longer trust
these papers. And trust is not Instead of going all out to sisomething that can be regained lence Harakah, among other
overnight, by closing down an things, thus creating another
major national and internaopponent’s paper.
tional public relations blunder,
At a personal level, regaining driving a wedge deeper betrust would require honestly tween Malaysians, and further
addressing core issues, such as shaming all of us, the authorione’s dignity, professionalism ties should start thinking about
and ethics. At an institutional conciliatory strategies.
level, it would require a requestioning of structures of After all, we constantly call
power and a consideration of ourselves a religious people
genuine organisational reform, and a pious nation. We boast
guided by professionalism that about becoming a ‘developed
makes sense to the rakyat, not country’. Isn’t it time we
stopped allowing our country
merely to the powerful few.
to be shamed and held to ranSilencing Harakah will hit PAS som by all manner of hacks and
financially. But it is fanciful to hussies?
believe that this alone will reduce PAS’s influence. In this Isn’t it time to say, ‘Enough is
age of the much-touted Multi- enough’? q
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MEDIA

Free Press Missing from
Malaysia
Transparency
Plan
by Garry Rodan
ince the financial crisis
of
July
1997,
Malaysian authorities
have responded to international pressures for
increased transparency.
Indeed, Deputy Prime
Minister
Abdullah
Badawi has gone so far
as to assert that: “Good
governance and transparency are two prerequisites if Malaysia is to improve its competitiveness
and inspire confidence”.
But a free press is not part
of this agenda.

S

ister Mahathir’s repudiation of cial and corporate reports.
the International Monetary
Fund, Malaysia was among the Significantly, state institutions
first countries to commit to the have been conspicuously insulated from meaningful
transparency reform. The
government regularly
deflects opposition requests for information
about financial activities
of government-linked
companies and statutory
boards. It is as difficult
now as before the crisis
to extract details about
the terms and conditions
of privatisations and
mega-deals.

On the contrary, in the
mounting crackdown on
government critics, the
alternative media have
become a strategic target
of Malaysian authorities.
Not only have they
charged the editor and
printer of the popular Mounting crackdown on government critics
Malay-language Harakah
with sedition, they have IMF’s Special Data Disseminathreatened to withdraw the li- tion Standards System. Disclocences of several other publi- sure rules for banks have also
cations.
recently been tightened. Similarly, the Kuala Lumpur Stock
The rhetoric about transpar- Exchange requires public-listed
ency is not completely disin- companies to publish quarterly,
genuous. Despite Prime Min- rather than half-yearly, finanAliran Monthly 20(1) Page 6

In effect, the government
has embarked on an instrumental program of
selective transparency reform. Change has been
heavily skewed towards
providing non-contentious factual information
of immediate market relevance. Attempts to increase
political openness, especially
via the media, have been
strongly resisted. Indeed, the
Malaysian government has become progressively anxious
about its diminished capacity
to harness the media to its po-

litical objectives.
In 1997, Mahathir was quick to
lump the international media
with what he depicted as a
conspiracy of international
forces responsible for the economic crisis. It was, however,
Anwar’s arrest in September
1998 that unleashed an intense
and dynamic new phase in
state-media relations in Malaysia. Mahathir’s instinctive
strategy of reining in the domestic media to limit critical
reporting backfired.
The credibility of the tightly
controlled local mainstream
media, which are largely
owned by the ruling National
Front and its corporate allies,
plummeted. The public found
reports of the “Anwar affair”
and subsequent street demonstrations hard to swallow.
One consequence was a sudden boost in the status and
reach of the international press
within Malaysia. More profoundly, alternative domestic
media blossomed, including
the Internet. The star performer has been Harakah, the
official newspaper of Parti Islam Se-Malaysia (PAS), which
took the states of Kelantan and
Terengganu in the recent general election. Prior to Anwar’s
sacking, the biweekly Harakah
had a circulation of 75,000. By
the end of 1999, its circulation
was 360,000, making it the
country’s most popular paper.
The irreverent and critical
tenor of Harakah and other alternative media contrasted

sharply with the unswervingly
pro-government disposition of
the establishment media during the November election.
The Home Office is now threatening to withdraw Harakah’ s
publishing license. The basis is
that PAS has been selling a political paper to non-PAS members, and doing so via street
vendors and other non-PAS
offices. Last week, police seized
copies of the paper from four
news-stands in Kota Baru. Authorities have also threatened
to withdraw the annually renewable permits of Tamadun,
Wasilah, Detik and Eksklusif
for an assortment of alleged
technical breaches of permit
conditions.
Simultaneously, the pro-government press appears to be
undergoing
management
changes that express UMNO
frustration at the inability of
these media to effectively promote the government’s message. New Straits Times editorin-chief Kadir Jasin has suddenly taken “indefinite leave”.
Clamping down on alternative
newspapers is one thing. Restoring the credibility of establishment media is another. The
appetite of Malaysians has
been whetted for media that
scrutinises the exercise of public power - something quite at
odds with the Malaysian government’s limited conception
of transparency. q
Source: The Australian Financial
Review, 27 January 2000.
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Mitsui
Kickbacks
Will there be some
investigative
journalism?
The story of the 300 million yen Mitsui Kickbacks,
paid in 1997, was reported
in the Asahi Shimbun, Japan on 11 February 2000.
An AFP report was also
made available on the
same day. The following
ALIRAN media statement
was released on 12 February but predictably did
not appear in any of the
mainstream newspapers.
Nor over the television or
radio. To our knowledge,
the story was only first
carried by the mainstream
media on 15 February, after the whole world except Malaysians had become aware of the story.
Inefficient? Cover-up?
Whatever, it’s not surprising anymore.
Will there be some investigative journalism? Or
will we be waiting for the
findings of the ACA? Or
worse, the findings of an
internal Telecoms enquiry?
If the latter two, then we
might as well tell you the
conclusion now: that there
is no conclusive evidence
of a kickback.

to know:

Who received the
Mitsui
kickbacks?
We expect the media to highlight this
scandal and demand full accountability.
This is their social responsibility from
which they cannot run away.
he Anti-Corruption
Agency has recently asked for
more powers to
combat corruption. It
sounds like they are really
serious about wiping out
corruption, but many
Malaysians will be sceptical
as long as it remains under
the Prime Minister’s Department. We are still waiting for action to be taken
against ministers named by
Anwar Ibrahim in' his police reports backed by
documentary evidence.

T

Even as we wait - and wait
in vain - a new case of alleged
corruption
has
emerged, this time involving the biggest telecom firm
in Malaysia. The French
newsagency, AFP, reported
on 11 Feb 2000 that Japan’s
Mitsui and Co. had paid
about 300 million yen (2.8
million U.S. dollars) in kickbacks to the Malaysian firm
in return for its purchase of
telephone switchboards.
The money was reportedly

channelled to the Malaysian
side through a consultant firm
in Malaysia, which turned out
to be a dummy company. In a
syndicate with the high-tech giant NEC Corp., Mitsui was
said to have landed orders
from “Telecom Malaysia” in
late 1996 for the switchboards
with a total capacity of about
800,000 circuits.
The Japanese syndicate reportedly won the deal, estimated at more than 10 billion
yen, by outdoing a number of
European rival bids. The
switchboards were apparently delivered to ‘’Telecom
Malaysia’’ between 1996 and
1998.
Mitsui was said to have treated
the kickbacks, paid in 1997 to
the Malaysian agent under a
consultant contract, as “commissions” which were construed as “losses”.
We call upon the ACA to probe
the AFP report and inform
Malaysians of the outcome.
Specifically, Aliran would like
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• Which Malaysian ‘’consultant firm” acted as the
conduit in receiving the
kickbacks and who were
the personalities behind
this dummy company?
• Who actually received
the 2.8 million US dollars
in kickbacks in the end?
• Was the Malaysian
telecom firm’s head and
the rest of the telecom
management aware of
the commission and did
they give the approval
for the transaction?
• Was the Telecommunications Minister and the
Cabinet aware that
shady kickbacks were
being paid?
• How much more did the
Malaysian telecom firm
- and ultimately the
Malaysian consumer have to pay as a result of
selecting the Mitsui
switchboards?
Meanwhile, the Telecommunications
Minister
should take full responsibility for this scandal. He
and the telecom firm’s
management team owe a
full explanation to the
Malaysian public. We also
expect the media to highlight this scandal and demand full accountability.
This is their social responsibility from which they
cannot run away.
Anil Netto
Executive Committee Member
12 February 1999

POLITICS

PA S ’ V i c t o ry is a Political One
Need To Go Beyond Rhetoric of ‘Islam vs Secularism’
by Farish A Noor
he French philosopher
Michel Foucault once
said that “the question
of Islam will remain
with us as a political issue for
generations to come. The first
condition to be met when addressing this phenomenon,
even with a modicum of intelligence, is not to approach it
with hate.” Unfortunately, hate
and fear happen to be among
the lesser human qualities that
are in abundant supply in the
world today, particularly in the
sphere of mass media and
(dis)information.

T

Witness, for instance, the manner in which the resounding
victory of the Islamist party
PAS in the recent Malaysian
elections (29 November 1999)
has been described in the mainstream Malaysian and international media. Almost as soon
as it became clear that the ruling
UMNO-led
Barisan
Nasional coalition had suffered
serious losses in the Malay
states of the north, the foreign
media were already warning
their readers of the dangers of
‘Islamic fundamentalism’ and
the potential rise of another
‘Iran-like’ Islamic state in
Southeast Asia. Foreign investors promptly reacted by pulling out some of their investments when the leadership of

the Islamic party announced
that it would soon impose a
ban on gambling and other social practices regarded as haram
in Islam. (Of course, the fact
that there were no casinos or
gambling dens in Terengganu
and Kelantan, the two Malay
states won by PAS, in the first
place did not dawn on these
media ‘experts’ and investors
at all).
Sadly these fears have been
echoed and reflected in the local Malaysian media as well.
The reduction of the complex
PAS-UMNO conflict into one
predicated on the terms ‘Islam
versus Secularism’ has been reproduced by the mainstream
Malaysian media ad infinitum,
including some of the more
critical commentators on the
political fringe like M.G.G.
Pillai. In his article ‘BN
wins,UMNO loses: It’s now Islam vs Secularism’ (Harakah, 3
Dec 1999) Pillai concludes his
assessment of the 10th general
elections in the following
terms: “The Prime Minister’s
miscalculations reduces politics
to a contest between Islam and
secularism, with the nonMalays, especially the Chinese,
having no supporting role in
any capacity. That is the reality of what the tenth general
elections foretell, not the masAliran Monthly 20(1) Page 9

sive
majority
wrought”.

the

BN

That such a prognosis could be
offered at this juncture is not
surprising considering the
somewhat spectacular circumstances leading to and after the
elections themselves. Commentators like Pillai correctly
note that Chinese support for
the UMNO-led BN coalition
came “with a near total alienation (of UMNO) in the Malay
heartland. It is all but wiped
out in Terengganu and
Kelantan, with the ground
shaken in Perlis, Kedah and
Pahang. The Malay ground
went against (the Prime Minister) , taking as casualties four
cabinet ministers, six deputy
ministers, one minister-to-be,
one chief minister, several state
executive councillors”.
Such observations are tempered by the apparently fearful outcome of this major shift
in voting patterns and political perceptions among the
Malays: “The loss of the Malay
heartland is frightening. The
silent majority - yes the same
evocative phrase Richard
Nixon used to justify his continuance in power - from the
Malay heartland does not support him (the Prime Minister)
or UMNO. …So, you now have

the Chinese-based Malay-controlled BN government pitting
against the Malay-backed PAS,
with no gradations in between.
It does not augur well for Malaysia or the BN if this confrontation proceeds along these
lines.”
However, we need to understand and analyse the conflict
between PAS and UMNO on a
number of levels, for the fact
of the matter is that the entire
PAS-UMNO confrontation has
always been one that was complex and confounding to observers. Due to the fact that
much of this conflict has been
fought out on the level of
Malay-Islamist political discourse, there has always been
a tendency for both actors and
observers to read the conflict
in purely narrative terms, and
thus accept the narrative itself
as the substance of politics.
What we hope to do is to show
that underlying this discursive
conflict between ‘Islam vs Secularism’ are actual political, social and economic factors that
are themselves crucial in determining the tenor and content
of the discourse itself. But before we do that, we need to
examine how and why the conflict between PAS and UMNO
has been fought on the discursive plane of Islamist rhetoric
in the first place:

The Conflict of ‘Islam
versus Secularism’ as a
Narrative
Device
Why Islam? Or more appropriately, why the symbols, metaphors, tropes, characters,
myths and legends of Islam?
Why couldn’t the ideologues

of PAS and UMNO choose to
fight out their conflicts on the
site of economic or political
discourse instead? Rather than
attacking the record of UMNO
on economic and political
grounds, why did PAS choose
to pick on UMNO’s Islamic
credentials?
On the surface at least, the answer might seem quite simple:
PAS is, after all, a self-confessed
Islamist party with an Islamist
agenda. It is therefore hardly
surprising if it attacks the government by doing what it does
best i.e. pushing its own Islamist project. The other obvious
reason is that PAS is the only
Islamist opposition party in the
country. The Democratic Action
Party (DAP) that is predominantly made up of non-Muslim
Chinese is hardly in a position
to tell UMNO what is Islamic
and what is not.
But when we look at both parties we also see points of similarity that have often been neglected by commentators and
analysts who are more inclined
to simplify the subjects of their
study for the sake of arriving
at neat solutions. For both
UMNO and PAS are, in effect,
Islamic parties in a sense. While
the Islamist agenda of PAS is
clear for all to see, it is important to note that UMNO does
not base its ideology on secularist grounds at all.
Unlike other nationalist-modernist parties in the contemporary Islamic world (such as the
secular Kemalist regime in Turkey or the various nationalist
governments of Egypt, Syria
and Tunisia), the UMNO party
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has always been one that has
based its ideology on its commitment to defend both Malay
interests as well as the religious beliefs and values of the
Malays themselves: Islam.
It is precisely because both PAS
and UMNO inhabit a common
discursive space (Islam) that
the boundaries between the
two need to be drawn ever
clearer and tighter. This explains why both UMNO and
PAS have embarked on their
respective Islamisation programmes, with the hope that
they would not only dominate
the discursive space of Islam
but also win the battle for the
hearts and minds of the MalayMuslim masses. That is why it
is wrong for us to think that
PAS is the only party that has
been focusing on the goal of
Islamisation of the state. In a
case of not seeing the wood for
the trees, most commentators
have failed to note the fact that
UMNO has also been bent on
its course of Islamisation since
the 1980s, albeit on somewhat
different grounds.
For much of the 80s and 90s,
both PAS and UMNO have
been caught in this intense and
intimate struggle within the
same discursive site. Both parties and their ideologues have
sought to control the use and
meaning of crucial terms and
symbols in the repertoire of
Islamist discourse. PAS has continually tried to gain the upper
hand over UMNO by pushing
their Islamist agenda to the
limit, identifying key themes
and concerns in the Islamist discourse such as Hudood law,
apostasy (murtad), blasphemy

and other controversial themes
as the staging posts for their
campaigns. Why? The answer
lies in the fact that these key
themes and concepts serve as
the crucial boundary posts in
the discursive war that has
taken place between UMNO
and PAS. To put it simply: by
laying claim to such controversial issues like calling for the
death penalty to be imposed on
those apostates who leave the
fold of Islam, PAS has tried to
‘out-Islamise’ UMNO and to
show that it’s own Islamist credentials have been stronger
and sounder.
For nearly two decades, between 1982 to 1998, UMNO
managed to contain the challenge of PAS quite well. Whatever challenge that PAS could
throw its way, UMNO managed to deflect their challenges
by coming up with concrete
evidence of its own commitment to Islamisation (such as
the creation of the Islamic university, the Islamic bank and
numerous Islamic think-tanks
and research centres). Furthermore, UMNO had one unique

Anwar gave UMNO the much-needed
that it sought.

and important asset to use
against PAS: Anwar Ibrahim.

age on the international scene
as well.

UMNO’s use of
Anwar Ibrahim as
Islamist
symbol

But in the Malaysian context,
and in particular in the MalayIslamic context, Anwar stood
for a number of things: He became associated with the tide
of resurgent political Islam,
with the concerns of the MalayMuslim constituency and an
image of the progressive modern Muslim. This added to
UMNO’s claim that it was the
only party that could project a
positive image of Islam as a
progressive and worldly religion, that could meet the needs
of modern Muslims in the 20th
century. The interplay between
Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad and Anwar Ibrahim
as his deputy created in the end
a concert of mutually sustainable and beneficial concerns. It
projected an image of a Muslim Asian leadership that was
consciously trying to address
problems of global politics and
dominance, uplifting the Muslims’ lot and broadening the
horizons of the Muslim mind.
It was the presence of Anwar
in UMNO which gave the policies of the government much
of its Islamist credentials. As
long as Anwar was there in the
cabinet, the policies that were
pursued were somehow regarded to be ‘Islamically correct’ and thus acceptable. In
this sense, Anwar had become
an Islamist symbol, a ‘master
signifier’ that somehow conferred additional meanings to
the other signifiers in the discursive repertoire of UMNO.

It cannot be denied that the
entry of the ex-president and
founder of the Malaysian Islamic Youth Movement, Anwar
Ibrahim into UMNO in 1982
was one of the biggest coups
ever achieved by the UMNOled government. Coming at a
time when the tide of Islamic
resurgence was beginning to
gain momentum, the preemptive move managed to
split the Islamist opposition in
the country and it gave UMNO
the much-needed Islamist credentials that it sought.
Why was Anwar so important
to UMNO, and what role did
he play in the UMNO-PAS conflict?

When we discuss the role and
importance of Anwar Ibrahim
to UMNO in the 80s and 90s,
we need to distinguish between the man and the symbol and between
the politician and
the Islamist. Those
who have studied
the personality and
history of Anwar
will know that he
was one of the
most interesting
figures
in
the
Malaysian political
scene of the late
20th century. To
some extent, he
also managed to
cultivate (a someIslamist credentials
what different) im-
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It must be remembered, however that Anwar the symbol
was also Anwar the politician.

In his capacity as an UMNO
politician, Anwar also endorsed and participated in
many state-orchestrated campaigns against the Islamist opposition movements in the
country. Anwar’s role in the
campaign to ban the al-Arqam
movement in the mid-90s and
his part in numerous election
campaigns against PAS should
not be overlooked. It was
thanks to Anwar’s presence in
UMNO that allowed the government to condemn PAS as a
party of religious extremists
and fanatics. In short, Anwar,
as the Islamist symbol of
UMNO, was also one of the
most important ideological
weapons that UMNO had at
its disposal in its efforts to contain the challenge of the Islamists in the country. This state
of affairs lasted nearly two
decades until Anwar’s dismissal in 1998.

Loss of Anwar:
Islamist
Discourse
Opened Up Again
In a sense, it was the presence
of Anwar in UMNO that gave
the government the ability to
control and dominate the discursive space of Islamism.
With the sudden loss of
Anwar in 1998, UMNO suddenly found that its main
weapon against the Islamists
was gone. What was worse,
the loss of Anwar meant that
suddenly all the policies of
UMNO were shorn of their
Islamist garb as well, revealing only the more materialistic and commercial aspects of
UMNO’s
developmental
policy open to the glare of
public attention.

The removal of Anwar, who
had been one of the key symbols in the public space of Islamist discourse, also opened
up the space of discourse to
other contenders as well. As
soon as UMNO experienced
this traumatic schism within it
ranks, it became clear that the
‘Islamist game’ was up for
grabs once again. In the breach
went the Islamists of PAS,
ABIM and other Islamic organisations, movements and
NGOs. As a result, the discourse of Islam became a site
of contestation once more,
with various Islamist factions
and groupings trying to
manœuvre themselves into a
position where they could infiltrate, take over and harness
the discourse for their own
ends.
PAS, which had been silenced
for so long thanks to UMNO
and Anwar’s dominant presence in the field, found that it
could now tear into UMNO’s
credentials and mortally damage the latter’s standing as an
Islamist party in the country. It
did so with a vengeance, and
in the process its discourse
came to borrow more and
more from the international
pan-Islamist discourse of contemporary Islamist politics.
This is how and why the conflict between PAS and UMNO
came to be reconfigured in
quasi-mythical terms, as the
perennial Jihad of Islam and the
war between the forces of
good and the evil forces of
Secularism. From what was essentially a political conflict between two parties with
roughly similar ideological
foundations, the conflict be-
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tween PAS and UMNO became
a war between the believers
and
the
mushrikin
and
munafikin. The myth of ‘Islam
vs Secularism’ was thus born.
The biggest problem faced by
outside observers of this conflict (and this includes the vast
numbers of non-Malays, nonMuslims, ‘secular Malays’, external observers and the international media and investors
community) is how to understand it. Do the supporters of
PAS (and to a lesser extent,
UMNO) really believe that the
political conflict between the
two parties is a conflict between Islam and Secularism? Is
this really a war between the
believers and the infidels?
Is this really going to lead the
country towards similar extreme situations as found in
Turkey, Algeria, Iran, Tunisia
and Pakistan?
In order to explain this situation satisfactorily, we first need
to understand the difference
between Discourse and Reality, and the link between the
two.

Between
Discourse
and Reality: ‘Islam vs
Secularism’ as Symptom
of Political Conflict
There are some empiricallyminded political scientists who
hold that all political phenomena can only be understood by
looking at actual, material
mechanisms. The language of
politics, they maintain, are but
empty words and slogans that
are used to beguile the masses
and to formulate grandiose

ideologies that colour the landscape of politics without affecting it.
Yet if we take this view, we
cannot explain how and why
the political behaviour and voting patterns of everyday political actors (the public) changes
so much due to the way that
they understand and interpret
the political scene around them.
For discourse not only describes reality, but in the process of doing so, shapes it as
well. When the Iranian revolutionaries were condemning
the Shah of Iran as the ‘puppet
of Satan’, this was not merely
a nasty form of abuse: it was
effectively a means of drawing
an ideological and political divide between them and the
regime they sought to topple.
Likewise when the supporters
of PAS today condemn UMNO
as being an anti-Islamic party,
they are not merely hurling
abuse at the government. What
they are doing, in effect, is creating a divisive and irreconcilable frontier between them and
the state, thereby radically redrawing the political terrain of
the country.
Discourse therefore shapes reality, and reality (including political reality) is discursivelyconstructed. We cannot divorce the language of politics
from the substance of politics:
both are intermingled and interdependent.
But through understanding the
language of politics we also
come to understand the substance of politics that it reflects
and refers to. True, there are
times when the language of

politics can become so inflated
and inflammatory that one cannot see beyond the hyperbole
and polemics. This has certainly
become the case here in Malaysia where the opposition’s discourse against the government
has been reworked into an
elaborate myth of confrontation
that
requires
a
hermeneutic code of its own to
understand. (This is also why
significant sections of the population do not understand what
the Islamists are on about, simply because their discourse has
become so self-referential).
But nevertheless we can still try
to understand the actual state
of affairs in the country by
looking closely at both the actions and enunciations of the
principal actors closely. The
appeal of PAS, for instance, has
been based on its commitment
to reversing some of the more
unpopular economic and developmental policies of the
UMNO government. The fact
that the party announced that
it will abolish road tolls in the
state of Terengganu as soon as
it comes to power is proof, if
any was needed, that PAS is
fundamentally a political party
that is rooted in real-life economic and political concerns of
the here-and-now.
Despite the rhetoric of the Islamists, there is ample evidence
to show that their politics remains one of pragmatic
worldly concerns: Of building
alliances, constructing instrumental political coalitions, of
winning seats in Parliament,
gaining greater representation,
forming and implementing
policies of their own. While the
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opponents and enemies of PAS
have bought the party’s Islamist rhetoric wholesale, and
have condemned it on the
grounds of its ‘un-worldliness’, evidence shows that the
party’s
own
overheated Islamist rhetoric is
grounded on its (sometimes inaccurate) perception of political realities.
These, then, are the real factors
that underlie the strategy of
PAS. Despite the rhetoric of the
party’s senior ideologues like
Ustaz Fadzil Noor, Ustaz Hadi
Awang and Haji Mustafa Ali,
PAS remains committed to the
politics of the here-and-now, in
a profane secular world where
material gains and loses do
matter. The emergence of
Islamism as the main political
discourse in the country is the
natural result of a political conflict that is unique to UMNO
and PAS, and their own complex intermingled histories.
This should not, however, distract the supporters and opponents of PAS from the important fact that the victory of the
party remains a political one
that has taken place in a world
shorn of mythical trappings.q
Source: COMMENTARY, International movement for a Just World,
Number 31. (New Series) Dec. 1999
Dr. Farish A Noor is a
Malaysian political scientist and the Secretary-General of the International
Movement for a Just World.
He is currently researching
the topic of political Islam
in the Malay world.

WOMEN

Imagine
We Can

The
Make

Difference

Women cannot remain oblivious to the burning issues confronting
their society
irst I must thank the
hosts, especially Ms
Irene M. Santiago, convener of the Global Forum of Women Political Leaders,
for the invitation to speak today.
It was an invitation I couldn’t
refuse; the subject matter is too
important and too relevant to our
time. And Ms Santiago herself
should be applauded for a lifetime of work dedicated to the
cause of making this world a better place, especially for women.

F

When democracy
fails, it is usually the
women who bear
the brunt of
suffering. When
their husbands
become the direct
victims of
oppression, they are
the ones left to fend
for their children.
When, as often
happens, an erosion
of democracy leads
to economic crisis,
women are the first
to lose their jobs.

But my deepest gratitude goes to
Cory Aquino, who is the moral
force behind this forum. Cory, to
me, is more than a friend. She is
an inspiration. I would probably
be flattering myself if I say that our
lives are in some ways parallel.
But events in my country since
September 1998 have drawn us
closer and I think I understand
better now the pain and anguish
that she and her family went
through when Ninoy became the
victim of a dictator’s cowardice.
Indeed, Cory – with her courage,
her patience, her fortitude, her indomitable spirit in the face of
great odds – is a tough act to follow. She will always be a guiding
light, a source of inspiration not
only to the women of Asia, but to
all Asians who have to fight injustice and oppression in their
myriad forms. As one of the pioAliran Monthly 20(1) Page 14

neers of women’s participation in
public life, Cory belongs to that
great tradition which has given
us such luminaries as Kartini of
Indonesia and Sarojini Naidu of
India. Being here in the Philippines, I am reminded of her great
son Jose Rizal and of a poignant
passage in one of the many letters
he wrote to his friends:
The Filipino … remembers only
the kindness he has received; he
easily forgets resentments, and if
he has only smiles and tears for
those who have treated him
harshly when he sees them depart, what would he have for those
who had been good when he sees
them in misfortune?

A

Love –
Powerful Force

For this magnanimity, this tenderness of the heart that Rizal speaks
of, the Filipino is certainly famous. I can attest to that, as can
many others who have been here
and who have made friends
among the Filipinos. And the subject is not unrelated to our discussion. Rizal is speaking of an attribute that springs from the same
spirit that makes us able to love
our fellow humans. And love is a
powerful force. It can change history.
Which one of us women in this

hall can say that she is not proud
that God has given women a tremendous capacity for love? If love
and compassion were absent from
the hearts of women, how could
life itself continue? Few children
would survive if their mothers
were motivated solely by a sense
of duty. In his book The Asian Renaissance, Anwar Ibrahim asserts
that compassion is an essential
element in the practice of polity if
leadership is not to be divorced
from ethics and morality. He says
it “liberates and takes us on to a
higher kind of loyalty, onto what
is true, just and virtuous.” I don’t
believe there are psychological or
ideological barriers strong
enough to defeat the power of
love. So we women are especially
well-armed against them.

ple against an arrogant dictatorship and revitalised democracy in
the Philippines.

to involve myself in general social
work and assist him in his very
demanding public position.

The high visibility of women occupying public office in our region
is a strong argument against the
belief that ideological or psychological impediments are too great
to enable women to participate
actively in politics. I grant that
these obstacles exist, but they are
not insurmountable. Growing
equality in educational, economic
and social conditions has greatly
promoted gender equality. When
Toni Morrison was awarded the
Nobel Prize in literature in 1993
,she did not win it because she
was a woman or because she was
black. She won it simply because
she was a great writer.

The importance of women in politics is underscored by their sheer
numbers. In my country, for instance, more than half of registered
voters are women. Furthermore,
they have shown that they are
conscientious in their democratic
duty, for they have always outnumbered men in voter turnout.

Anwar Ibrahim has consistently
described politics as an
“uncharismatic and low-morale
profession.” That was his view
when he was leading student and
youth movements in Malaysia in
the 1970s and early 1980s. He
maintained that view when he
was part of the ruling administration and a leader of the ruling
party. And that is still his view
today. One should not plunge into
politics unless one has a cause to
fight.

Some women, to paraphrase
Shakespeare, “are thrust into
greatness.” Ready or not, they
have to carry that burden, to live
up to expectations. But a great and
noble cause will enable any
woman to overcome any barrier,
ideological or psychological. In
my case, however, such barriers
were virtually non-existent. People came readily to my support.
Perhaps, in a paradoxical sense, I
was luckier than most women
politicians because the injustice
against my husband was so obvious and so extreme that the many
Malaysians who loved truth, justice and decency rallied to the
cause without worrying whether
the call came from a woman or a
man.

Even in active political life, women
have played pivotal roles, particularly in Asia. Indeed, although
Asia is still steeped in tradition, it
has produced more women political leaders than have the industrial countries of North America
and Europe. Women have occupied the highest public office in
all the four countries of South
Asia - India, Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka. In Indonesia,
Megawati Sukarnoputri led her
party to victory in the first democratic election in three decades,
after playing a crucial role in ending the rule of Suharto, then the
longest-serving political head of
state in Asia. And, of course, there
is Cory Aquino, who led her peo-

I was trained as a general physician and, later on, as an
opthalmologist. I had always
wanted to be a doctor and I tried
my best to excel because I believed
– and still do - that helping to cure
a person’s illness or at least reduce
his or her pain is a noble-enough
cause for anyone. I worked as a
doctor for many years and I did
the job with a great sense of selffulfilment. But when Anwar became Deputy Prime Minister, I had
to give up my practice - grudgingly,
in the beginning - because I had
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And there are still plenty of great
and noble causes to fight for if
you love your fellow humans and
hate to see them oppressed.

The

Burning

Issues

Three weeks ago, millions across
the globe awaited the tick of the
clock that would usher in the new
millennium. For them, it would be
a moment to celebrate, for it happens only once in a thousand
years. But for hundreds of millions of others, the tick of the clock
is only part of a sequence in the
march of time in which they will
continue their life under grinding
poverty. What is there to celebrate
if you are homeless, if you are destitute, or if you are a boy having to
beg in the streets, or one of the
thousands of young girls forced
by circumstances to become sex
workers?
For Aung San Su Kyi, the first day

of the millennium was just another day of freedom denied. For
Anwar Ibrahim, it was another
day in incarceration, another day
in which he suffers as a victim of
trumped-up charges.
There are thousands more political prisoners and prisoners of conscience who will continue to languish in their cold and lonely
cells, where the darkness is broken only by the light of their fortitude and unrelenting hope.
Undoubtedly, Asia has progressed far ahead of the day when
Rizal was killed for disturbing the
peace and tranquillity of Spanish
rulers. Sedition was the crime they
said he committed. But Rizal
wanted only to tell the truth. He
wanted his readers to see the ills,
the social cancers that infected his
society, for what they were. Because truth has a liberating power,
it threatens those afraid of losing
the scepter. That is why they consider telling the truth seditious
and subversive.
It has been a century since Rizal
left us. And most Asians have
lived for half a century as free nations. Thus one would expect
charges such as subversion and
sedition against political enemies
as anachronistic. One would have
thought that with the passing of
colonialism, the kind of suffering
that Rizal had to undergo would
be no more.
Yet, only last week, opposition figures in my country were arrested
and accused of sedition. Their
crime was that they made statements pertaining to certain events
that did not agree with the official
view. In a related case, the socalled crime was publicising the
findings of official investigations
into the corrupt practice of gov-

ernment ministers who, apparently, are protected from prosecution.
Women of Asia cannot remain
oblivious to the burning issues
confronting their society, be they
political, economic or social. The
quest for democracy and civil society will remain high on our
agenda. When democracy fails, it
is usually the women who bear
the brunt of suffering. When their
husbands become the direct victims of oppression, they are the
ones left to fend for their children.
When, as often happens, an erosion of democracy leads to economic crisis, women are the first
to lose their jobs.
Many of the ills of our society
are the direct consequence of the
fragility of our democracy, or absence of it. Unless our democracy truly becomes the vehicle for
vox populi, the voice of the people, the national agenda will
continue to be nothing more
than a reflection of the entrenched vested interests of the
elite. In extreme cases, the national agenda would be under
the direct dictate of the selfish
few. Denying a people their right
to a free flow of information and
opinion means denying them
the right to educate themselves
and to think for themselves. The
long-term consequences could
be tragic. When people get used
to being fed only the information
allowed by the powerful elite,
there might come a time when
they would be hard put to answer T.S. Eliot’s questions:
Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in
knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost
in information?
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Democracy:
Than
Mere

More
Elections

A democratic government must
expend resources towards alleviating poverty, providing quality
education and health care, encouraging the freedom of expression and widening the range of
choices. Democracy becomes a
mockery when, in its name, the
press is gagged, choices are reduced and the provision of social
services becomes a means of
fattening cronies.
For democracy to work, it must be
supported by certain values and
institutions. Fairness and a level
playing field are crucial. A free
press is indispensible as a vehicle of expression so that the electorate is exposed to the widest
range of views possible in order
for them to make informed
choices. A credible and independent judiciary is fundamental.
Without these supports, democracy is hollow, a body without a
soul, a convenient tool of manipulation for ruthless and crafty politicians. It gives them an air of legitimacy in their authoritarian
rule. Indeed, democracy then becomes a virtual tyranny.
This is precisely what is happening in many new democracies. An
elected government thinks it is
given the mandate to do anything
it likes, including denying the
people their freedom and basic
rights, withdrawing the publishing licences of publications that
criticise it, harrasing the opposition, and instilling fear in the
mind of citizens through systematic fascist-like propaganda. It is
widely believed in Malaysia that
most young people are reformminded and pro-change. And it
is safe to assume that they were
the majority among the nearly

700,000 citizens who registered as
voters in the wake of our political
crisis. But in the election two
months ago, they were robbed of
their constitutional right. They
were registered, but not gazetted,
to vote. The election was manipulated to favour the ruling party.
It is most important for us to understand that democracy is above
all a process. For a government to
call itself democratic, it must subject itself to the rigours of that process.
An
election
which
disenfrancises voters does not
make for a democracy. Democracy
cannot survive without a free
press. It is dead if the press is engineered to be submissive.
There is a palpable renewed and
increased interest in politics in
Malaysia today. Young people are
becoming more politically aware.
Professionals such as doctors,
lawyers and journalists, who used
to be quite contented with their
professional achievements, have
gone into the political fray in the
wake of the crisis that followed the
sacking of Anwar Ibrahim, his arrest and his beating at the hands
of the police chief. Many in this
group are women who see a worthy cause to champion. Their
cause is not to champion the right
of one man, but to champion justice, democracy and freedom.
They want to reform the country
and cure it of the cancer of nepotism, cronyism and rent-seeking.
It has dawned upon them that
power by itself is expansionary
and the thirst for it is un-quenchable. Power corrupts, and frailty
is the politician’s name. One must
not believe that the average politician has the angelic quality to resist the temptations of power. Even
honest and well-meaning politicians must submit to the rigorous
process because they must learn
to steel themselves against the

whisperings of base motives. It is
for this reason that power must
be reined in, checked and made
subject to democratic control.
Likewise, the rapacious greed of
the cronies must be subjected to
transparent corporate practice.
Healthy competition must be promoted, in politics as well as in
business. Many economies have
suffered greatly from greed and
the wages of past economic sins –
corruption, cronyism and nepotism. As the economy recovers, a
cleansing process must take place.
An economy that stubbornly
refuses to reform and instead perpetrates new sins will soon see its
day of reckoning. And the crisis
that follows will be severe and
painful.

The Spirit
Reformasi Is

of
Alive

The renewed interest in politics
and social activism attests to the
fact that the spirit of reformasi is
very much alive. Its tremendous
energies are being channeled to
party organizations, NGOs and
even the popular arts. Therein, I
believe, lie the seeds of a truly
democratic country.
As we enter the new century, economic and technological forces
will bring the region into greater
cohesiveness. It is our duty to accelerate the process of democracy
and deepen civil society in the region. We can do this by forging
greater solidarity among democratic forces in the region, including the latent but potent collective
power of women. Gone are the
days when people used to identify democracy only with elections.
We must educate our people so
that they know what their rights
are. They must know that they are
free and they must treasure their
freedom. They must know that
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they have the right to information
and cannot be victimised by
propaganda. They must know
that democracy also means the
control and distribution of power,
transparency and the rule of law.
Certainly, we must be ever mindful that we must strike a middle
path in our quest for democracy.
What we want is freedom, not
chaos or anarchy. Our vision of
freedom is based on law and order, but those laws must be just
laws, not laws legislated in order
to stifle and paralyse freedom, to
suppress dissent and to defeat
political opponents. There are
many laws, but there is little justice. We all know that Germany
under Hitler also had laws, as did
Stalin’s Russia. Those laws were
but iron claws against their own
people. Thus the revitalisation of
democracy requires the elimination of repressive and draconian
laws. Only laws animated by the
spirit of justice should have a
place in the new millennium.
These challenges are gender neutral. But women politicians and
women’s organizations can contribute immensely to the realization of their noble objectives. If we
could somehow harness the tremendous collective power of
women – in the Southeast Asian
region, for instance — imagine
the difference we could make.
Thank you. Maraming salamat po. q

Dr Wan Azizah Wan
Ismail, MP and President
of KeADILan delivered this
speech at the Forum of
Women Political Leaders
in Manila on 18 January,
2000.
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and what isn’t). Then perhaps we
will hear cries of Malaysia Boleh
for rule of law, justice, transparency, protecting the environment
and eliminating poverty. And tak
boleh for corruption, nepotism,
ISA, and leaps into fantasy.

Fikir

Before

You

Leap

The old adage that we learn as
children is “look before you leap”.
It implies think, or fikir, before you
do anything. Apparently, Fikiran
Syndicate forgot about it.What
was initially promised as one of
the greatest jumps on earth has
eventually fallen flat on the faces
of the organizers and participants
of the South Pole Jump. As we all
know, the Malaysia Boleh group
put together by Fikiran missed the
coveted spot by some 1,800 km. Of
course it was not their fault. The
foreigners, the Russians and the
Americans, had “misled” the
group. This blaming of foreigners
usually works. But not this time.
For a rival team of Malaysian
jumpers cried “foul”. Although
aware that they had not jumped
over the geographical South Pole,
the Fikiran team, apparently, according to their rivals, still claimed
that they had done so. The rivals
further revealed that Fikiran had
been loaned RM780,000 by the
Ministry of Youth and Sports. At
which point, the Fikiran leader
even had the gall to say that other
Malaysians should mind their
own business and something else

about critics being unpatriotic. He
even threatened to sue ! Is this fikir
or tak fikir ? And despite the fact
that the deputy minister of Youth
and Sports Ong Tee Keat has announced that the Ministry will be
getting to the bottom of the matter,
the Ministry, too, should have fikir
carefully before loaning the people’s RM780,000 to the Syndicate
(hmm).

Malaysia

Boleh

There is an important lesson here.
For everything and anything has
become Malaysia Boleh these days.
Petronas Twin Towers – Malaysia
Boleh ! KLIA – i ! Commonwealth
Games – Malaysia Boleh ! Conquering Mt Everest – Malaysia
Boleh ! Circumnavigating the
Earth solo on a new route with a
stop to replace a mast with the
help of the RMAF – Malaysia Boleh
! Tongkat Ali – Malaysia Boleh !
Anna and the King of Siam – Malaysia Boleh ! Michelle Yeoh – Malaysia Boleh.! There is a real danger that the syndicates out there
will begin to think that they can
even lay claims to deeds which
they didn’t achieve. Tak Boleh !
Really, we should specify apa boleh
and apa tak boleh (what’s alright
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But there was a praiseworthy aspect to this entire episode. Thanks
to a particular Malaysian journalist details about the whole episode
have come to light. She interviewed the Fikiran group, the rival team and members of the Ministry. Via the email clarifications
were sought and obtained from
the Russian organisers and other
foreign third parties, some of
whom jumped, as well as those
who did not, and are trying to get
their money back. Yes, the
Malaysian media is wired to the
rest of the world. And there are
journalists who are capable of investigative journalism. Now, let
us see more of this kind of Malaysia Boleh journalism. How about
investigating the kickbacks that
Mitsui has admitted to the Japanese tax office that it paid to a
Malaysian company in order to
gain a Telecoms contract ? For all
you know the foreigners, in this
case the Japanese, might be trying
to do us in again. And since the
Telecoms and Anti-Corruption
Agency have announced that they
are investigating the issue, the
Malaysian mass media would be
performing a patriotic duty, in
more than one sense, by lending
them a helping hand.

Mega

Banks

Instead of six, we now have ten
anchor banks. All the other banks
and finance companies (except
Bank Rakyat) will be merging with
them. Predictably, this is considered by some experts to be the correct number of banks a country the
size of Malaysia ought to have.
Such consolidation, it is argued,

will enhance efficiency and allow
Malaysian banks to compete effectively in the international financial system. But wait a minute.
Didn’t Tun Diam insist, just some
six or so months ago that six was
just the right number of banks? We
will recall that there occurred
much protest then, at least behind
the scenes. What seems to be the
criteria used for determining
whether it ought to be ten, or six
banks? Or eight or nine for that
matter. Whatever the criteria, the
withdrawal of the initial order for
the banks and finance companies
to merge into six major groupings
helped the KLSE to come to life
again. For just prior to the recent
bull run focused on IT and communications-related counters, the
banking and finance counters
were themselves being traded
heavily as a result of speculation
on their future status – anchor
banks or otherwise. True or not
true ? Some more investigative and
analytical business journalism
needed here.
This thing about efficiency is a bit
of a red herring. If, really, efficiency
is the goal, the size of a bank has
little direct bearing. Those of us
who have studied or lived in the
UK for instance might recall that
many Brits banked, not even with
banks, but with savings and loans
societies or housing mortgage cooperatives. Or if one spent some
time in the US, one usually banked
with the local bank, say First
Idaho, or a savings and trust company with its headquarters in the
county itself. Invariably they were
as efficient, and usually more
friendly, than the big banks.
Transfers of foreign funds posed
some delays but not a problem. For
these local banks, cooperatives
and trust companies were
twinned to the big banks. At any
rate, most ordinary folk did not
need to engage in foreign transac-

tions on a regular basis. No doubt
there were some scams and scandals involving some trust companies. But many others were not
involved. And they are alive and
well today, open borders or no.
Besides, several big banks
throughout the globe were involved in scandals. Remember
Barings ? Granted, Malaysia must
have a few banks with considerable assets to compete against the
rest. Say, three or four. Being a trading country, our business people
will need to depend on efficient
and strong Malaysian banks.
Hence why couldn’t the smaller,
friendlier banks, often the result
of true entrepreneurship, be allowed to play a role in Malaysia’s
financial system ? Why did they
have to merge too ? In fact, some
of them had been more efficient
than the big banks which amassed
the bulk of bad debts. Were there
political considerations involved
? That apart, I suspect that it has
something to do with our, not to
mention our leader’s fetish for
mega projects. Hence mega banks
too.

Rafidah “Goes
And On”

On

She describes her decision to contest the top post of Wanita UMNO
as a healthy sign for democracy
in the party. She insists that it
would be “ very undemocratic” to
prevent a contest for the post of
Wanita chief. She does not, at the
same time, apply the same conviction to the Supreme Council’s “nocontest” decision for the party
presidency and deputy presidency. She, of course, adds that the
Council’s “no-contest” stand
“serves only as a guideline and is
not a directive”…albeit a “very
undemocratic”
guideline?
Rafidah Aziz is 56. She was the
Wanita chief for 12 years before
she lost by a small margin of 27
votes in the 1996 party elections.
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In an interview with the New
Straits Times (30 Jan 2000) she declared “I don’t want to be going
on and on”…then immediately
went on to explain why she
wanted to become the chief once
again.
Speaking of “going on”, The Star
quoted Rafidah recently as saying
that the Anwar Ibrahim issue had
no impact on foreign investments
in the country. She believed
“genuine investors know the real
story…They know that people
come and go, prime ministers
come and go and deputy prime
ministers come and go.... “Sometimes in their countries, they see
six prime ministers in 10 years
and they don’t even recognise
their deputy prime minister, let
alone idol-worship him.”
It must be quite a big surprise to
them though that in Malaysia, after 19 years, we still see one prime
minister! And little wonder that
there are those like Rafidah who
idol-worship him. (But to be fair,
she did complain in a note to
Anwar about Daim and that
“Mahathir had better shape up on
his judgment of people...”)
Rafidah also said that foreign investors knew that the stability of
politics in their country was
“much, much, much, much less”
than that in Malaysia…where it
takes “much, much, much, much
less” than a rumour of the PM falling from a horse to send the stock
market diving? Much, much,
much humbug here.
Rafidah claims that Wanita
UMNO is divided. She is going to
unite everyone by joining in the
fray! We are all expected to believe
that a contest in the Wanita wing
will bring about much-needed
unity, whilst a contest for the
presidency and the vice-presidency would create greater divi-

sion. And when suggested that
she vie for a vice-president’s post,
she replies: “I am not ghairah
(overly eager) to do anything
more. Nak tanding vice-president?
Forget it.” (Star, 15 Jan 2000). Yet,
very strangely there seems to be
ample place on her plate for the
UMNO Wanita’s crown – a position (as one of her supporters had
highlighted) that will demand
even greater responsibility than
being a vice-president!

Top

Of

The

Pops

Post-election Penang was jolted
when the two Lims declared their
intention to leave Gerakan and,
subsequently, did leave the party
for the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA). There were some
unpleasant exchanges between
leaders of the two Chinese-majority parties in the ruling coalition.
Apparently the Gerakan still don’t
quite understand why the two
Lims quit. A bit out of time, a bit

out of tune the Gerakan leaders
are now singing (more like
whingeing actually) the Village
People’s, “Why MCA?” these
days. No such confusion in
Kelantan and Terengganu. Apparently, the Carpenters’ tune “We’ve
Only Just Begun” is a big hit in
the two states, among PAS members, of course.

Bahasa
Baku
or Beku?
The latest twist to the Bahasa
Baku controversy leaves many
concerned Malaysians agape:
pronounce it the standardised
way only when you teach Bahasa
Melayu, but not when teaching
history, geography, etc.
A policy spelt out in this manner
paves the way for Bahasa Baku to
be transformed into Bahasa Beku
because the standardised Malay
is “frozen” within the confines of
Malay-language teaching. Such a
restriction obviously denies it

“DON’T

LET MOB
LEAD US ”

RULE

Four years ago, an unruly mob
disrupted an international conference on seeking a peaceful
and just solution to the East
Timor conflict.

“DON’T

L E T H ATRED
WIN”
The closed-door APCET (II) conference, held in Hotel Asia, Kuala
Lumpur, was legal. It was a
meeting to look for peaceful solutions to a troubled region
where 200,000 people had died.
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room to grow and survive.
This neither-here-nor-there policy
will certainly cause unnecessary
confusion among schoolchildren
whose shoulders have already
been burdened by heavy bags full
of textbooks. How are we to tell
them that history, for example,
doesn’t qualify to be taught in
Bahasa Baku? Moreover, how
does one teach in this particular
situation where language is put
in its historical context: “Dalam
sejarah bahasa Melayu di negara kita,
suatu kacau bilau tercetus akibat dari
perubahan polisi bahasa secara
mendadak. (In our nation’s history
of the Malay language, a conundrum broke out of a drastic policy
shift.)”
What the government in general
and the Education Ministry in
particular sorely requires is a
standardisation of inconsistencies that would earn them an ISO
9000 award.

“DON’T LET
VIOLENCE
TRIUMPH”
The mob kicked open a partition
and barged into the conference
hall. They banged on tables,
threw aside chairs, shouting,
stomping and shoving.

“DON’T

LET ANARCHY
RULE”
Some of the women participants
were punched and pushed to the
ground. The mob circled the participants. They terrorised,
taunted and threatened them.

“ M A L AY S I A
BOLEH!”
The riot, we are now told, was
orchestrated by senior officials of
the Government – which warns
the people of mob rule. The mob
was led by leaders of UMNO
Youth. The Police were there late
to arrest the victims of the mob!

MALAY S I A ’ S

MOBSTER?

“We
We take full responsibility for what happened…We
are proud of their (the three UMNO Youth leaders
fined for rioting) bravery and their maturity......We are
not regretting what has happened.”
- Hishammuddin Hussein, the then deputy UMNO Youth leader
(Star, 1 Feb 1997)

DON’T

LET

THEM

FOOL

YOU
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ANYMORE

DEMOCRACY

Justice

At

Crossroads

Rais Yatim on Democratic Rights and the Rule of Law
Rais Yatim is of the view that there is
no rule of law and no independence
of the judiciary in Malaysia and that
the Malaysian Parliament has failed
to protect fundamental freedoms.
Two weeks ago, after the arrest and the charging of
DAP Deputy Chairman and former five-term MP for
Jelutong Karpal Singh, Parti keADILan Nasional
Vice President Marina Yusoff, keADILan Youth chief
Mohamed Ezam Mohd Noor, Harakah editor
Zulkifly Sulong and Harakah printer Cheah Lim
Thye under the Sedition Act or Official Secrets Act, I
posed eight questions to the Minister in the Prime
Minister’s Department in charge of law and justice,
Datuk Dr. Rais Yatim.
These questions concerned the administration of
justice in Malaysia, three of which deal specifically
with the rule of law, the independence of the judiciary and Parliament’s role in defending the rule of
law and fundamental freedoms.
I now have Rais’ answers to these three questions,
as follows:
Question 1 : Whether in Malaysia there is no rule
of law but only rule by law - resulting in the wide
gulf between law and justice to the extent that
courts of law have ceased to be courts of justice.
The future for the rule of law and human rights in Malaysia is dismal.
Rule by law and not rule of law supersedes and takes priority in most
aspects of ruling the people. The decline of the rule of law and human
rights in Malaysia can be traced to the corrupted
notion of democracy which the executive holds. It
has been suggested that in Malaysia human rights
and the rule of law are precepts peculiar to the West

which, so the imputation goes, it is inappropriate to
apply in Malaysia. This should be seen as a severe
distortion because human rights and the rule of law
are no longer within the confines of the geo-political parameters of each country. They are now universal rights.
Question 2 : Whether in Malaysia there is no
independence of the judiciary.
The independence of the judiciary is
merely illusory.
The judiciary has lost its tussle with
the executive in controlling arbitrary
executive power. The executive that
directly alters the affairs and status quo of the judiciary in a manner that the Malaysian executive has
done is indeed a rarity and its mode of attack on the
Malaysian judiciary in 1988 is not known to be practised in the liberal democratic world. But again one
must understand, Malaysia is not a liberal democratic country.
The executive has come to occupy a truly supreme
position that renders the other segments of government - Parliament and the judiciary - subservient to
it.
Question 3 : Has Parliament failed to protect the
rule of law and fundamental freedoms and instead
aided and abetted in their serious violations?
With an overwhelming majority in
Parliament of the same political party
since Merdeka in 1957 it has now become a misconception to regard the
Malaysian Parliament as the safeguard of rights and freedoms. In many
respects that institution is the issuer of licence to
violate freedoms.
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These are Rais’ considered views after research and study from 1991 and
1994, and they were extracted from
his doctoral thesis at King’s College,
University of London which are published in 1995 under the famous title,
“Freedom under Executive Power in Malaysia”.
I am particularly drawn to his lament about the culture of fear and the lack of understanding and appreciation of the rule of law by the Malaysian people. Rais wrote:
“Equally perplexing has
been the seemingly calm and
patronising attitude of the
Malaysian people in facing
and accepting these excesses
vis-a-vis their rights. It is as if
Malaysians have lost touch
with their basic rights in a
country that prides itself in
being democratic and leading the voice of liberation
within the third world countries. Even with the increasing number of the young and well-educated in
the country there appears to be little interest in the
importance of civil liberties. We have noted how
excessive executive powers, omnipresent and farreaching as they have been, have rendered constitutional freedoms meaningless. And yet there appears
to be little or no resistance from the man on the street
to counter these inroads. There can be only one explanation to this: the culture of fear has set in. The
underlying fear of executive reprisal has slowly but
surely reduced Malaysians into being reluctantly
submissive in many respects of their daily life.”
The arrests of Karpal, Marina, Ezam,
Zulfifly and Cheah mark a massive
assault on the rule of law, press freedom, the right to information, fundamental liberties and democracy and
Malaysians must stand up to send a
clear signal to the powers-that-be that this is the last
straw. It should serve as a catalyst for a national
awakening among Malaysians about the importance of the rule of law and fundamental liberties in
the Malaysian nation-building process.
Karpal’s arrest violates international principles on
freedom of expression and democracy like the

Johannesburg Principles 1995 as well as all international standards and norms on the role of lawyers
such as the United Nations Basic Principles on the
Role of Lawyers 1990.
Principles 6 of the Johannesburg Principles provides
three situations where expression may be punished
as a threat to national security but they do not apply in Karpal’s case, namely if the government can
demonstrate that:
•
•
•

the expression is intended to incite imminent
violence;
it is likely to incite such violence; and
there is a direct and immediate connection between the expression and the likelihood or occurrence of such violence.

If any of these three situations envisaged by the
Johannesburg Principles existed in Karpal’s case, he
should have been arrested at the relevant time he
said the offending terms in court, and not well after
the general election.
Article 16 of the UN Basic Principles on the Role of
Lawyers set out “Guarantees for the functioning
of lawyers”, providing that governments shall
ensure that lawyers are able to perform all of
their professional functions without intimidation, hindrance, harassment or improper interference and shall not suffer, or be threatened with,
prosecution or administrative, economic or other
sanctions for any action taken in performance of
their professional duties. q

Speech by DAP National Chairman Lim
Kit Siang at the DAP Forum: Support
Karpal, Uphold Rule of Law in Penang
on 29 January 2000.

“Never did I for once
realise that the judiciary
could so easily be at the
disposal of the executive“
Source : Freedom Under Executive Power In Malaysia
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HEALTH

CHI calls for
National
Health

Fund

A health insurance scheme could institutionalise
discrimination against the aged and high-risk groups
by Dr Chan Chee Khoon
ow that the 1999 general
elections have been
“safely if not satisfactorily”
concluded,
healthcare reforms has reemerged as a reportable issue in
the mainstream media.

N

On January 18, 2000, the Star’s
front-page headlines announced
that the Employees’ Provident
Fund (EPF) had entered into an
agreement with the Life Insurers
Association of Malaysia (LIAM)
which would allow for “the estimated five million active EPF
members [to] use their savings to
sign up for a health insurance
scheme [beginning] this June.
Under [this] scheme, contributors
can authorise EPF to pay the premiums from their Account III
(health) annually... Members can
opt for a low-premium scheme
covering 13 critical illnesses [or
procedures] — major organ transplants, coronary bypass surgery,
heart valve replacement, surgery
to aorta, stroke, coma, cancer and
benign brain tumour, serious injuries due to accidents, congenital heart diseases, congestive cardiac failure, chronic renal failure,
meningitis and encephalitis — or

for one covering 36 major illnesses [/procedures] at a higher
premium.”
The premiums payable, ranging
from RM30 annually (RM10,000
pay-out upon diagnosis, age 35
years and below) to RM20,034
annually (RM100,000 pay-out
upon diagnosis, expanded coverage, age 65-70 years) are to be
charged in accordance with an
age-gradient. Female EPF members would furthermore be given
a 30% discount in premiums to reflect a lower overall incidence of
the designated illnesses, relative
to males.
It is unclear whether this initiative in healthcare financing will
in time be markedly expanded to
become a major component (financing mechanism) of the
healthcare reforms that the government is quietly putting into
place.

CHI
Opposes
Healthcare

Unequal
Access

Quite apart from the adequacy of
the pay-outs (even as supplements), for meeting the treatment
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costs of these major illnesses, the
Citizens’ Health Initiative (CHI)
has serious reservations about
this scheme as a potential, major
vehicle for healthcare financing.
The CHI re-iterates its opposition
to the involvement of for-profit
commercial insurance in a national health financing scheme, a
stand we have enunciated in our
founding document, the Citizens’
Health Manifesto <http://
www.malaysia.net/aliran>.
An insurance scheme is a profoundly social undertaking.
Whether in the form of a publicly
managed scheme, a co-op arrangement, or a commercially purchased policy, it is in essence a
mechanism for pooling the risk of
catastrophic events faced by individuals who band together in a
collective enterprise.
It is necessarily a group undertaking (familiar to those who participate in tontines) because it is based
on the recognition that the unfortunate, random individual, relying just on his or her resources,
would be overwhelmed and unable to cope with the catastrophe.

Cross-subsidy is therefore the
heart and soul of insurance, the
well subsidising the ill, with the
important proviso that there is little prior indication as to who
might suffer the catastrophic
event. Such is the logic and rationale which drives the system.
The logic of private enterprise
however is to maximise profit. In
the field of insurance this means
discriminating between risk categories, fragmenting the market
into those considered at higher
risk of illness, and those at lower
risk.
This is why your insurance premiums increase when you cross
the risk threshold at age 40, and
skyrockets when you enter your
60s and beyond (as is the case
with the EPF-LIAM scheme). Family history of heritable illness, in
time to be replaced by DNA screening, will attempt even finer discrimination between risk categories, notwithstanding the cautions of molecular geneticists, epidemiologists and ethicists most
familiar with the limitations of the
emerging technology. Or more
simply, just ask anyone with preexisting chronic illness, or HIV seropositivity, who has attempted to
enrol in a typical insurance
scheme.

Social
Being

Undertaking
Subverted

All this is understandable given
the imperative of the commercial
sector to turn a profit. But what
has happened here? An acknowledged and necessarily social undertaking is being subverted by a
process of fragmentation and individualisation of risk whose logical end-point is its own antithesis
: the sick to bear their own cost-

burden of illness, the healthy to
rejoice in their good fortune (or
“good genes”?).
Is this the kind of health care system we want? Or the kind of society we feel comfortable living in?
What has happened to our Asian
values and ethics, which put the
priority of our collective welfare
above that of individualist concerns? Is insurance, a quintessentially social undertaking, compatible with the dictates of private
enterprise?
These are not alarmist fantasies.
Other countries have taken heed
of these socially corrosive, anticommunitarian tendencies. In
Australia, there are legislated
bans on risk rating, in favour of
uniform community rating. Partial solutions will not work as evidenced by the experience of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield in the USA,
who saw their younger, healthier
subscribers desert to the for-profits such as Aetna when they offered lower premiums to this lowrisk group. Blue Cross/Blue
Shield was left carrying the baby,
or more accurately, the elderly,
who are intensive users of medical resources. To no one’s surprise, the Blues eventually introduced their own risk rating just to
remain viable. The lesson therefore is quite clear—selective opting-out by low-risk individuals,
encouraged by profit-oriented underwriting, will thoroughly undermine the implicit compact and
cross-subsidy that is the essence
and raison d’être of social insurance.
The EPF-LIAM scheme as presently structured is an astute gambit by the health insurance industry to create market openings. It
seems to be cobbled together to
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avoid strong resistance from powerful interests.
Healthcare providers (doctors,
hospitals, pharmaceutical and
supportive services) would be
comfortable with the present arrangement for reimbursement —
“sum assured” upon diagnosis,
payable direct to the policyholder,
rather than itemised billing based
on treatment modality and incidentals. Most importantly, the
third-party payer (insurer) does
not intrude itself as an intermediary between the patient-subscriber and the provider, thus
avoiding for the moment a perceived threat of imminent managed care. The insurers we can
assume are more concerned with
market building at this stage, with
below-market premiums, so as to
habituate a larger public to the
practice of buying commercial
health insurance. The price increases (and managed care?) can
come later, as long as the key element of differential risk-rating
(unavoidable with unregulated,
profit-driven underwriting) is institutionalised.

Ban

Profit-Oriented
Insurers

In short, consumers and providers may perceive that they don’t
have much to grumble about for
the moment (if you accept the argument that the most sick-prone
should pay the most, i.e. those
who need healthcare most would
be least able to afford it), but the
thin end of the wedge would be
in.
It is particularly regrettable that
EPF, as an employee (social) security fund is being used as a Trojan
Horse to institutionalise risk-profiling as a basis for differential,

discriminatory premiums for the
aged and high-risk subscribers
(perfectly normal in for-profit underwriting but completely at odds
with principles of uniform riskrating and solidarity in social insurance).
It is for this reason that CHI has
called for a ban on profit-oriented
insurers from health insurance, or
at the very least a tight regulation
of commercial insurers, to set premiums and to disallow discriminatory risk-rating.
Short of a UK-style national health
service, CHI much prefers a National Health Fund - a payrollbased scheme (employer/employee contributions) with supplementary contributions from
progressive taxation to extend its
benefits to all citizens and legal
residents. It would be operated
as a non-profit statutory institution with effective and credible
citizen participation.
We consider this a realistic, immediate-term goal on the assumption
of a continuing mix of public-private providers. A single-payer
publicly-operated healthcare fund
would be able to lean more effectively on private sector healthcare
providers (for cost control) while
ensuring that mandated standards in clinical care and institutional upkeep are not compromised, in other words, cost-efficient care which is in line with
norms of medical necessity. q
20 January 2000
Dr Chan Chee Khoon, an
Aliran Exco Member, is coordinator of the Citizens’
Health Initiative
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HEALTHCARE

Only
Westerners
Afford To Be Ill

Can

Pharmaceutical companies want to keep exclusive patents that
force the price of medicines beyond the reach of the third world
poor, reports Isabel Hilton
lizabeth Kumai sat in
one of the two tiny rooms
that, with a lavatory,
constituted her home in
the township of Zonkizizwe, outside Johannesburg.

E

A woman in her early 60s, Elizabeth has lived here with her aged
mother since the death from AIDS
of her daughter last year. Now
she’s anxious about her rebellious
14-year-old granddaughter. Since
her mother’s illness and death,
the teenager has been living with
a migrant worker in the vast barracks-like hostel that Elizabeth
can see from her front door. It’s
only a matter of time, she fears, before her granddaughter, too, is infected with the AIDS virus. If she
does get it, there will be nothing
her grandmother can do to slow
the girl’s swift passage through
chronic illness to death. Neither
Elizabeth nor her government can
afford the drugs that, in New York
or London, can make living with
HIV almost as tolerable as living
with diabetes. In South Africa the
only way to postpone a swift
death from AIDS is to avoid getting the virus in the first place. For
Elizabeth’s granddaughter it may

already be too late.
There are an estimated 3.6 million
HIV-positive South Africans. A
schoolteacher today in South Africa can look at a high school class
and know that one-third of the
pupils will be dead within ten
years. The AIDS epidemic in
South Africa is the more breathtaking for having emerged out of
a long silence. Under apartheid,
health activists complain, the
steady growth of infection was ignored, and when Nelson Mandela
came to power, the ANC ignored
it, too. Over the past five years, that
inaction has been fatal. Now, in
some South African antenatal clinics, an infection rate of one in three
expectant mothers is reported.
We now recognise the connection
between underdevelopment and
ill-health: economists acknowledge that the chronic ill-health of
the populations of tropical countries is a drag on development.
Intervene there, and the economic
pay-off could be dramatic. In
South Africa, for instance, leaving
aside the direct medical costs of
the Aids epidemic, industry and
commerce face a huge bill to re-

place personnel who have fallen
victim to AIDS.
This has become more than a
health crisis. The South African
government’s response to its
AIDS epidemic may become the
first major test of the World
Trade Organisation’s rules on
intellectual property right. At
issue is a question that is being
posed with increasing urgency
in the developing world: how
can the governments of poor
countries get the drugs they
need for the diseases that destroy their populations and ravage their economies?
Of the fatal diseases that strike
people in developing countries,
tropical diseases are by far the
most numerous. Some, such as
malaria, are well known and
widespread; others, such as leishmaniasis, are equally deadly but
more localised. But because these
are diseases of the poor, and the
poor - like their governments have low purchasing power, the
multinational drug companies are
not interested in developing or
marketing drugs for these diseases.

How can the governments of poor countries get the drugs they need for the diseases
that destroy their populations and ravage their economies?
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Drugs have been developed for
AIDS for the western market, but
because they are new and still protected by patent rules, they remain prohibitively expensive. The
monthly cost of treating a patient
with anti-retrovirals is nearly eight
times the average household income in South Africa.
The drug companies’ response to
the AIDS crisis has been to offer
limited drug-donation programmes, training and discounts
on certain supplies. The South
African government’s reaction
has been to attempt to implement
some provisions of the WTO rules
that enable access to cheaper
drugs as of right. The result is a
ferocious dispute between the
government of South Africa and
its supporters on one side and the
pharmaceutical companies, the
governments of the United States
and the European Union on the
other.
The roots of the row lie in the
WTO’s ambition to build a uniform system of patent protection.
The Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (Trips)
agreement was one of the most
fiercely negotiated parts of the
WTO rules.
The agreement represented an attempt to mitigate the negative effects of world-wide patent protection, which renders pharmaceuticals more expensive in poor
countries. Trips allows governments access to pharmaceuticals
at a reduced price in three ways:
through compulsory licensing, in
which a government can license
a manufacturer to produce a drug
without the permission of the patent holder; parallel importing, in
which a government can shop
around for bargain supplies; and

generic substitution - in other
words, it uses, where it exists, the
cheaper generic alternative to a
patent medicine.
When the South African government brought in the amendments
to the Medicines Act that would
legalise these mechanisms in
South Africa, the pharmaceutical
industry reacted furiously. It
raised a lawsuit with 40 South Africa-based drug companies to
challenge the law. The industry
lobbied for government support at
an international level, too: the US
government began to lean on the
government of South Africa and,
in April last year, South Africa
was placed on the US Trade Department’s 301 watch-list - a status reserved for countries that are
considered unsafe for US investors. To get off the list, South Africa would have to adopt even
stricter rules on intellectual property right than those enforced by
the WTO.
Mark Otten, director of the Intellectual Property Division of the
WTO, was reluctant to comment
on the South African case, but he
made it clear that parallel imports
and compulsory licensing were
allowed under Trips, and that the
agreement had not been to the liking of the US government.
Since the agreement the US has
been using its muscle bilaterally
to occupy some of the ground it
failed to win in the multilateral
negotiations - small countries are
easier to bully individually - and
if South Africa were to win a case
in the WTO, other developing
countries would be tempted to follow its example.
The issue is now hot politics in
the US, where AIDS activists acAliran Monthly 20(1) Page 29

cuse the drug companies of
putting profits before humanity.
The drug companies point out,
with some justice, that sub-Saharan Africa, including rural South
Africa, does not have the medical
infrastructure to administer antiretrovirals, even if the drug companies were to give them away
free.
But the virulence of the industry’s
reaction to the Medicines Act is a
sign of its determination to tighten
the Trips agreement in its favour.
The legal case is now bogged
down in the South African courts
and the government has made no
attempt to exercise its right of compulsory licensing. Whatever the
outcome, though, the issue of
medicines for the poor is inescapably on the agenda both of the
drug companies and such international bodies as the World Bank
and the World Health Organisation.
South Africa represents only 1 per
cent of the world-wide drug market but, for all the industry’s charitable ventures, it still produces 2
per cent of the profits. This is due
to the unusually high prices
charged for drugs in South Africa.
There are several proposals on the
tables of think-tanks and international agencies that could help
address what the economist
Jeffrey Sachs calls the “market failure” which leaves millions of people without access to medicines,
but the industry’s determination
to extend intellectual property
rights at all costs bodes ill for any
of these initiatives. As far as the
multinationals are concerned,
there is more at stake than the lives
of the world’s poor.
Source: New Statesman,
Monday 17 January 2000
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UMNO

Difficulties

I would like to comment on the just
concluded parliamentary election.
Electoral victory went to the BN,
but, more importantly, this election has shown that the people are
comfortable with the possibility of
having a two-party system in Malaysia. If the BA could tidy itself
up for the next electoral battle, it
could well be the victor.
In the interim, the BA should
reach out to the grassroots to explain its objectives and plans for
the people.
As I see it, the BN is at a crossroads. It’s safe to say that about
50 percent of the electorate have
lost faith in the ideals the BN is
supposed to espouse. The sce-

nario in the BN, especially in
UMNO, is fertile ground for leadership and confidence crises to
ferment, a plus factor for the BA.
Razaleigh Hamzah somehow has
diminished his chance of succeeding Mahathir because of the
crushing BN defeat in Kelantan.
Najib’s shot at the PM’s seat has
been handed a similarly severe
blow. Abdullah Badawi’s position may be better, but he is no
clone of Mahathir. And we should
not forget Ghani Othman from
Johor, who delivered a massive BN
win for Mahathir; and has a fighting chance. Musa, the veteran
game player, could be factored in
if the succession problem drags on
too long and becomes complicated. This is one headache for
Mahathir.
Another headache would be jock-
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eying for posts. Whilst UMNO’s
powerful share in the BN’s equation of power has been whittled
away by PAS and, to a certain extent, keADILan, Mahathir
shouldn’t overlook the Sabah and
Sarawak pieces in his formulation
of a bigger BN scheme of things.
To do so risks causing a bigger
crisis on the Malaysian political
horizon. Already a cacophony
has been heard emanating from
the MCA and MIC for extra ministerial posts, besides Sabah. Whilst
Sarawak is quiet, it does not mean
that an extra portfolio from the
Land of the Hornbill is not welcome.
Whilst acknowledging that
Mahathir is a shrewd Machiavellian, this time he has to employ
all the finesse of an acrobat to
walk the tightrope. Even then, he
has to be extra careful. There is no
net under the rope.
Gimfil James
Penampang, Sabah

The

Struggle

in

Burma

We, the undersigned organisations, wish to express our relief
that the siege of Ratchburi Hospital has ended safely for the
hostages and their families.
However, we are saddened at the
injuries experienced by the authorities and at the deaths of the
hostage-takers. We had hoped
that the situation could be resolved peacefully.
It is important to note that the hostage-taking was not supported by
refugee and human rights groups
from Burma. The God’s Army is a
splinter group that has worked in
isolation from the policies and

principles of peace-loving groups.
We note that the Karen National
Union, National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma
and the National Council of the
Union of Burma (umbrella group
of Burman and ethnic opposition
groups) promptly deplored the
hostage-taking. The movement
remains committed to a non-violent political solution to Burma’s
problems. It wishes to avoid and
discourage activities that may
bring harm to people from Thailand and Burma.
The incident is a result of the violence that the Burmese military
and its militias routinely inflict on
innocent civilians in Burma. In the
recent past, Thai people have also
been subjected to border incursions, military attack, robbery and
murder by the Burmese military
and its militias.
Thousands of innocent civilians
continue to flee the fighting and
the atrocities in Burma, including
those currently needing shelter
and medical attention in Suan
Phung. We must not forget that
they are innocent civilians needing our help. We hope that the
Thai government and the Thai
people will understand that the
refugees are different from the
God’s Army members and continue their valuable humanitarian
support.
The possibility of spill-over problems will continue to threaten
Thailand until there is a longterm, peaceful political solution to
Burma’s problems. This is why it
is essential that the capacity of
people to pursue non-violent
means be encouraged. We need to
break the cycle of violence.

Asian Forum on Human Rights
and Development
Friends Without Borders
Union for Civil Liberty
Thai Action Committee for
Democracy in Burma
Altsean-Burma

Open
the
Matriculation
Course
to all Malaysians
I wonder what the education ministry is up to. First, many children
are deprived entrance to local universities. Children of all races are
children of Malaysia, with different-sounding names. Last year,
about 43,000 children with SPM
were given an indirect admission
to local universities. This leaves
children of the silent majority to
try other ways of getting a tertiary
education, even though they could
have obtained a matriculation
seat of their choice. These children
have to either sit for the STPM or
if they can afford it, do their Alevels. Here again there is a
‘Bakun dam’: the ‘A’ level is not
recognised for admission to local
universities. These children have
no choice but to sit for the STPM.
Wake up education minister. Keep
your local universities, but do not
deprive innocent children of a tertiary education. Open the matriculation to all Malaysian children!
Silent Parent
Malacca

is no mention of a standard Malay
language. So, is it right to assume
that the Johor-Riau dialect is the
standard Malay language when
it has never been officially declared to be so.
At present the direction and development of the Malay language
seems to be at the whims and fancies of Cabinet Ministers as happened recently with the on-off use
of Bahasa Baku.
After 42 years of independence,
we are still raising issues related
to our national language and as
usual our poor students in
schools and institutions of higher
learning have become victims of
the country’s inconsistent language policy.
What the country urgently needs
now is an independent and effective central authority to oversee the
direction, development and implementation of the Malay language.
The existing Dewan Bahasa dan
Pustaka is considered a government department and its views on
the Malay language are often
brushed aside and at times even
treated with contempt by Cabinet
Ministers.
Tunku Ismail Jewa
Penang

Why TAR College
should
be
Upgraded
to a University
A Response to V K Chin

On-Off

Use

of

Baku

Article 152 of the Federation Constitution states that the national
language of Malaysia shall be the
Malay language. However, there
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We are extremely disappointed
with your opinion that TAR College should be left alone. Although you gave many reasons
which seem valid, the majority of

the people particularly the Chinese community cannot agree
with you anymore. The main reason why these people demand
that TAR College be turned into a
university is because of the limited places offered to them in all
other local universities. The Chinese community makes up almost
30 per cent of the total population
but only around 20 per cent in
every university. This is totally insufficient as a large number of
them are ambitious people and
would not want to stop mid-way.
While we totally understand your
reasons and opinions given in the
last two columns dated 24 and 25
January, we also hope that the
government and you especially
understand our feelings too. If the
local universities were to take in
more Chinese students and if entering the university does not
anymore require one’s luck, then
there will be no demand for TAR
College to become a university.
We appeal to the government to
consider the quota system in establishing a university. This system is extremely unfair as education opportunities cannot be
similar to the distribution of
wealth policies. How can you
expect these students to have a
sense of patriotism and to love
Malaysia if they are not given a
fair chance to excel in their beloved country? The Chinese
community is not a rich one and
therefore you cannot expect us
to pay through our noses to
study in private colleges.
The Chinese community gave
solid support to the BN in the
last two general elections. It is
time to reward them, and not

dismiss all their opinions and
demands as òutdated issues’
made by some irresponsible politicians. While it is unlikely for
the Chinese to vote for PAS and
KeADILan, the DAP still commands substantial support for
understanding the plight of the
community. But votes were
given to the BN as the community believed that the BN would
also give attention to its needs.
As for the younger Chinese, the
majority of them have shown no
interest in the MCA or Gerakan.
Whether they are immature or
not remains to be seen but the
government should understand
why these students prefer supporting the ‘rocket’. Many Chinese teachers too are unhappy
with the BN, not because of the
Anwar issue but over issues affecting the community which
needs urgent attention.
It is not an extremely hard task to
make TAR College a university.
Kolej Mara succeeded in becoming one although the rationale
demand for it to become a university is obviously less than that of
TAR College. Instead of giving
plenty of reasons why TAR College should not become a university and asking the Chinese community to stop demanding, the
government and you in particular, should first find out the reasons why these people are demanding that TAR College be
turned into a university.
Wong Fei Yan & Friends
Ipoh

Some hope for a
Better
Tomorrow
I should be very surprised if many
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parents and teachers disagree
with me when I say that racial
politics at the Ministry of Education has invaded all levels of the
ministry.
From university selection procedures [from filling up the column:
- Agama : Islam/Bukan Islam –
any valid reason for this? Who
said PAS takes an extremely religious slant?] to the promotion of
teachers.
But then again, I was one of the
numerous Malaysians overwhelmed by the inter-ethnic interaction that existed among the BA
component parties, supporters
and workers during the campaigning period.
It lifted my heart when I was able
to drive past and hoot at cars decorated with BA flags and put my
thumbs up and be acknowledged
likewise by total strangers.
It was common to see Malays
and Indians campaigning for
the DAP, KeADILan and the
PRM while the Chinese and Indians did likewise for PAS,
KeADILan and the PRM. The
same scene in the BN camp,
however, had a different significance. The people in the BA
have everything to lose whereas
in the BN, the factors of power,
money and machinery come into
play and effect.
These scenes give me reason to
believe there is hope for a better
Malaysia – though regrettably I
wonder at what pace and at what
cost!
SM
Selangor

address, the daily proceedings,
and the closing speeches beamed
into the sitting rooms of households at the expense of the taxpaying rakyat? Why do other programmes have to make way for the
annual UMNO party affair? Why
should their party function be part
of the everyday life of the entire
nation?

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

No Valid Reason To
Restrict Harakah To
PAS
Members
There is no valid earthly reason
for the Barisan Nasional government to restrict the sale of the PAS
bulletin Harakah to the public.
There is no justification whatsoever for insisting that its circulation be confined to PAS’ membership only. Many party publications in other countries throughout the world are available to all
citizens, not just party members.
What is the rationale for imposing this undemocratic ruling?
Why shouldn’t ordinary citizens
read the Harakah to be informed
of PAS’ policies and programmes? What harm can possibly befall this nation by allowing
Malaysians access to a publication that gives the other side of the
story?
In a democracy, citizens should
not be denied their fundamental
right of free access to information.
It is only when information, both
pertaining to government and

opposition, is freely accessible
that citizens will be able to make
an intelligent decision. Only wellinformed citizens will be able to
differentiate between propaganda
and fact, to discern the truth, and
make meaningful choices.
Obviously, the government is not
interested in or concerned about
the emergence of an enlightened
citizenry. A thinking and critical
citizenry, it seems, is inimical to
the BN’s existence and therefore
it must be contained by whatever
means.
Thinking Malaysians will ask
why it is only PAS and the DAP
that are required to confine their
party matters to party members,
thus denying Malaysians any access to news about their programmes and policies. Why isn’t
the ruling equally applicable to all
the BN coalition parties? Why is
it that every time UMNO holds its
General Assembly - a three-day
affair - so much time is allotted to
radio and television to carry the
proceedings to non-UMNO members? Why are the presidential
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It is not only radio and television
that are made use of as if they belong to UMNO. The BN-controlled newspapers - which resemble
party organs disguised as independent newspapers - go on a
rampage, publishing page after
page of the assembly’s proceedings including trivial banter and
silly retorts among delegates. Why
should Malaysians be bombarded
with this unrestrained party
propaganda? Why should public
facilities and government employees be deployed to give so much
coverage?
If the BN government wants to
convince Malaysians that there is
no bias or discrimination in their
ruling requiring party matters to
be confined to party members and
that this ruling is equally and impartially applied to all political
parties, it must prove its sincerity
through it actions. It must henceforth desist from abusing public
facilities for party matters. If the
BN is not capable of conducting
itself impartially, fairly, justly,
honestly and honourably, then
concerned Malaysians must force
their hands to do so.
If in May when the UMNO General Assembly is held and the proceedings are beamed ‘live’, thinking Malaysians should switch off
their radio and television sets.
They should stop buying BN-con-

trolled newspapers for three days
when their pages are filled with
UMNO party matters. This is the
only way to confront an undemocratic and silly ruling. This is the
only way to send a strong signal
that we have had enough of their
crap.
P Ramakrishnan
President
5 January 2000

Peaceful
Demonstrators
Are Not Enemies
Of The State
We take issue with Deputy Prime
Minister Abdullah Badawi’s
statement that the peace and stability of the country is partly due
to the stern action taken by the police. This statement ignores the
peace-loving nature and tolerance
displayed by Malaysians of all
ethnic groups; instead, it glorifies
the police’s aggressive tactics and
solely credits them for the peace
and harmony that the nation enjoys.
Abdullah reportedly added that
the police have unfortunately become the victims in performing
their duties. ‘’When they are the
victims, there are not many comments, but if the enemy becomes
the victim, there is much comment
and dissatisfaction,’’ he said.
First, we want to ask Abdullah
how the police can become victims when they are armed to the
teeth - with batons, tear gas, water cannons and police dogs - in
facing peaceful unarmed demonstrators. From eyewitness accounts, it is the police who have
often acted aggressively in many
instances when confronting
peaceful demonstrators.

Second, we are appalled that
Abdullah can regard Malaysian
citizens as ‘the enemy’ just because they do not share his political views. If this is the attitude of
the Home Minister, is it any wonder then that the police often react
harshly when dealing with opposition politicians and activists
who demonstrate peacefully?
Aliran demands the immediate
and unconditional release of the
eleven demonstrators - most of
them from the opposition National Justice Party (keADILan) who were detained in Kuala
Lumpur this morning. Those detained were merely exercising
their constitutional right to gather
peacefully to express their concern
about former deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim’s sodomy
trial and their solidarity with
eight others charged with illegal
assembly in a separate case.
They were among a crowd of
about 200 demonstrators who
bravely showed up this morning
outside the Kuala Lumpur courts
to exercise their democratic right
to free assembly. At no point were
they a threat to national stability
and security.
Malaysians are concerned that
the government is becoming increasingly intolerant of dissent
and is slowly but surely drifting towards the nightmare of a
police state. The authoritarian
Mahathir administration is at a
loss over how to deal with criticism and appears to blindly believe that only strong-arm tactics can quell the growing disquiet among the people.
Aliran Executive Committee
25 January 2000
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Outrageous
Revelation
Requires
Public
Enquiry
The conduct of the BN government is in the spotlight once again
with the shocking claim by a
former UMNO Youth leader,
Saifuddin Nasution, that the
Barisan Nasional government
was involved in the storming of
the Asia Pacific Coalition for East
Timor II (APCET II) conference in
Kuala Lumpur in 1996.
The cyber newspaper, MalaysiaKini, reported (see Box) that
Saifuddin apologised at a public
forum in Kuala Lumpur on 8 Feb
for his shameful role in leading a
Barisan Nasional-linked mob in
breaking up the peaceful meeting
of international and local delegates seeking a peaceful and just
solution to the East Timor conflict.
He alleged that a senior government leader had instructed him to
disrupt the conference and that he
had received the green light from
the highest levels of government.
The government’s alleged involvement in aborting APCET II
through high-handed tactics is the
latest in a series of unsavoury shenanigans that have been revealed
since the Anwar Ibrahim saga
erupted. Saifuddin’s disclosure
casts more damning aspersions
on the integrity of the government,
the police and other state apparatuses. The ministers and UMNO
Youth leaders whom Saifuddin
implicated must be made accountable for their actions.
Given the magnitude of this scandal, we call for the setting up of
an independent commission of inquiry to probe the conduct of the
government and that of other pub-

lic institutions.
It is hoped that this commission
of inquiry will bring to book the
culprits who have used and
abused their positions. Such an
outcome will certainly help to safeguard democracy, rule of law, and
human dignity in the country and
restore public confidence in the
democratic process. It would also
help to show that we are serious
in putting our new relations with
East Timor on a firmer footing and
undoing the damage done by our
previous misguided policies.
Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Asst Secretary
10 February 2000

Apcet Mob Was
By
Government

Organised

says former Umno Youth leader
WEDNESDAY - Feb 8, 2000
Ajinder Kaur
1pm, WED: In a rare public
apology, a former Umno Youth
leader, Saifuddin Nasution,
said at a public forum last
night that the storming of the
Asia Pacific Coalition for East
Timor II (Apcet II) conference
in Kuala Lumpur four years
ago, was orchestrated by the
government.
“With deep regret, I am here to
offer my apology to all of you,”
Saifuddin told a 400-strong
crowd who attended the public forum held at the Federal
Hotel in conjunction with the
visit of East Timor independence leaders Xanana Gusmao
and Jose Ramos-Horta.
Recalling the events that led to
the storming, Saifuddin who
was then Umno Youth secretary, and now a KeADILan supreme council member, said
that he was asked to lead a mob
and stop the NGO-organised
conference by the then Deputy
Home Affairs Minister Megat
Junid Megat Ayob.
“At 4pm, Oct 9, 1996, I was
called by Megat Junid. I went
to meet him, escorted by a few
senior police officers,” he said.
He added that the minister then
told him, “By hook or by crook,
you must stop the conference.
Kalau tidak, saya anggap
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Pemuda Umno tiada telur (Otherwise, I would assume that
Umno Youth has no balls).”
Saifuddin added that as secretary he was No. 3 in the Youth
wing. Youth chief Zahid
Hamidi was at that time away
in Ghana with Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad while
deputy Youth chief Hishammuddin Hussein was in
Sentosa Island, Singapore, for
a meeting with the republic's
Peoples Action Party Youth
chief George Yeo.
“I called up Zahid (about the
plan) and he consulted Dr
Mahathir who gave his support. Hishammuddin also
supported the action. I then organised a 1,000-strong team
with the order to stop the conference,” Saifuddin said with
a hint of regret in his voice.
Apcet II, held in Kuala Lumpur
in November 1996 at the Asia
Hotel, was an offshoot of Apcet
I in Manila, held in May 1994.
The conference had hardly begun when it was violently
stopped by a mob of Barisan
Nasional youth members led
by Saifuddin. The angry mob
broke the doors to the conference hall, overturned tables,
threw chairs and verbally as
well as physically assaulted
the participants.
The police, who are normally

quick in stopping illegal demonstrations, did not appear for
one full hour to stop the fracas. Fifty-nine participants and
journalists covering the international conference were detained for up to six days under
remand orders while a few
Umno Youth leaders who were
also arrested, were released the
same day. In addition, another
40 overseas participants were
deported.
Saifuddin added that after the
successful attempt in stopping
the conference, he was brought
to the Bunga Raya VIP room in
the Subang Airport by Megat
Junid and was introduced to
Mahathir upon his arrival from
Ghana.
“Megat told Mahathir that it
was all orchestrated,” he continued.
“I do not have any significance
to the struggle of the independence in East Timor. On that
spirit, I apologise to all of you
and to those who were detained by the police,” said
Saifuddin to the applause of
the crowd.
Also at last night's public forum, Gusmao, who arrived in
Kuala Lumpur on Monday
night for a three-day visit,
thanked all Malaysian supporters and those who believed
that the values that the
Timorese fought for were also
the values desired by all.
“We have won a battle but
what lies ahead is an even
tougher and heavier fight,”
Xanana said in halting Malay

and English.
“Independence is only a means to
achieve liberty, peace and prosperity. The task ahead of us is of a
mammoth proportion. What the
people of East Timor need is the
creation of a truly civil society,”
said the leader who has earned the
recognition of the international
media as the “Mandela of Timor”.
Gusmao added that the international community could offer
much assistance to help rebuild
the half-island state that has suffered through three invasions: the
Portuguese, Japanese and Indonesian. “We ask for help from institutions, governments and solidarity groups. We are now in a period of emergency. We lack everything - houses, food, health care our people want to start a new
life,” Gusmao said.
Ramos-Horta, on the other hand,
also thanked the people of Asia,
with particular mention of South
Korea's President Kim Dae Jong
who he claimed had worked behind the scenes with Japanese
and Chinese leaders to speak with
Jakarta in an attempt to resolve the
recent violence in East Timor.
Ramos-Horta later answered
questions from the floor.

Organised hooliganism on the rampage
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The two leaders had earlier
met Mahathir, Foreign Affairs Minister Syed Hamid
Albar and Defence Minister
Najib Tun Razak. Their visit
to Kuala Lumpur is the last
leg of an 18-day six-nation
Asian tour which began on
Jan 23.
Among the main objectives of
the tour are to seek understanding, cooperation and diplomatic relations with leaders of
Asean and East Timor and to
get feedback on the possibility
of East Timor becoming a member, or at least, observers of
Asean.
Gusmao, a former guerilla
leader, was arrested in 1992
and later jailed in Indonesia
for 20 years on firearms
charges and for plotting
against East Timor. He was released from prison last year to
head a newly independent East
Timor after a historic referendum. Ramos-Horta, a Nobel
laureate, had been the leading
international spokesman for
East Timor’s cause since the
half island was invaded by Indonesia in 1975.
Source : Malaysia Kini
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UNTIL JUSTICE IS DONE Continued from page 40
tion?
Or does law, under Mahathir, only
take its course against legitimate
criticism and dissent? Does
Mahathir’s way lead to prosecution only for the Karpal Singhs,
the Zulfifli Sulongs, Marina
Yusoffs, Mohamad Ezams and
Chia Lim Thyes in our country?

Zulkifli : Under his editorship, Harakah
emerged as an impressive and popular
alternative newspaper

Chia Lim Thye would probably have been
unknown if he weren’t the Harakah
printer

suffered a grievous blow in last
year’s election hope to turn
Malaysians into a nation of sheep
that will bleat their praises,
blindly follow their commands
and keep them in power forever.

in an above-board manner and
that we should simply accept that
the law is taking its course.

That is their motive: stifle dissent
and silence the critics and they
will have “their way” with all
other Malaysians. But that attempt
to silence legitimate criticism and
legal dissent is not the
“Malaysian way” no matter how
many times Dr Mahathir imitates
Frank Sinatra.
Since September 1998 when
Anwar was sacked, more and
more Malaysians understand that
there is a right way in politics and
in the conduct of public life that
reflects fairness and justice, truth
and honesty.
However, that way is not the
Mahathir way, the Abdullah
Badawi way, or any legal way that
reflects not a fair rule of law, but a
despicable rule by law.
Maybe the authorities want us to
believe that they are doing things

But we have learnt since the 1987
UMNO crisis, the mass arrests
under Operasi Lalang, the Tun
Salleh Abas dismissal, and the
Lim Guan Eng and Anwar
Ibrahim cases, that even a legal
way of silencing critics doesn’t
ensure that the authorities act
without bias and unfairness.
If the authorities are so scrupulous
about doing things the legal way,
why don’t they prosecute Dr
Mahathir for any of his numerous
slanderous and seditious statements? If they don’t practise selective prosecution, why don’t
they prosecute the owners, publishers and editors of the Barisan
Nasional-controlled media for
carrying the perverse and sickening advertisements during the
election campaign period? If they
act without fear or favour, why
haven’t they let the law take its
course when Anwar Ibrahim had
lodged so many police reports
against Daim Zainuddin or
Rafidah Aziz for alleged corrup-
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Resorting
Colonial

To
Law

Think for a moment about the law
under which Karpal is being
charged. It is none other than the
Sedition Act of 1948, an archaic
and anachronistic piece of legislation, enacted by British colonialism to deal with nationalist dissent in the colonies under its control.
Our present government which
claims to be the most nationalistic one in our history will not even
discard this utterly obnoxious
piece of colonial legislation.
Malaysians may have got rid of
colonialism, but it seems our nationalistic government has retained colonial habits.
The government has only recently
celebrated the end of the second
millennium. And yet it adopts
and uses this Sedition Act of 1948
that makes it an offence for anybody to “bring into hatred or contempt”, or “excite disaffection
against any government”. This
Sedition Act makes it an offence
for any citizen to “raise discontent or disaffection among the subjects or bring into hatred or contempt or to excite disaffection
against the administration of jus-

their ideas. And, of course, we simply can’t live any more with the
Internal Security Act, which is the
mother of oppressive acts.
The purpose of these different
laws is to turn us into unthinking, unfeeling and uncaring robots. But unjust laws and unfair
ways of government can only be
changed through dissent and
struggle.
Marina Yusoff : A staunch critic of
Dr Mahathir’s government

Mohamad Ezam : Chose to battle for
Reformasi

tice.”

silence and to pretend that everything is fine?

How ridiculous, how obsolete,
and how non-Y2K compliant this
1948 Sedition Act is!
It was drafted and introduced by
people who wanted to keep the
natives in check. Yet today it is
used by our government which
applies it without any sense of democracy.
Any decent Malaysian would
have pronounced this piece of legislation to be irrelevant. But this
government insists on using it in
such ways as to mock us as a nation and make us contemptible in
the eyes of the world.
Is the Sedition Act necessary to
maintain law and order, as the
government claims? Or is this
merely a law that protects an inefficient, non-transparent and undemocratic government from public scrutiny and challenge by a
democratically-elected opposition? Is the Sedition Act meant to
prevent any criticism of the government even if the government is
patently wrong and grossly corrupt? When the administration of
justice is selective and discriminatory, are Malaysians to be
frightened by the Sedition Act into

Struggle
Until
Justice Is Done
Unfortunately for the government,
I’m sure, not all Malaysians are
senile and ready to close their
eyes, shut their mouths, and stupidly smile in the face of rampant
injustice.
In fact, the government knows
very well that many Malaysians
have a conscience, and are prepared to struggle for justice. That
is why, even where there is no
threat of public disorder, when
there is no incitement over sensitive issues, that the government
still wants to retain the Sedition
Act. And not just the Sedition Act,
but the Official Secrets Act and the
Printing Presses and Publications
Act.
Malaysians who believe in democracy know that we can’t tolerate
the Sedition Act which curtails
our freedom of speech. We can’t
have the Official Secrets Act which
hides official wrongdoing and
denies the public their right to information. We must do away with
the Printing Presses and Publications Act which undermines the
right of citizens to disseminate
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We in Aliran, together with concerned Malaysians all over the
country, realise that these unjust
laws can only be changed through
the collective efforts of
Malaysians who conscientiously
dedicate themselves to the preservation and defence of democracy
in our country.
In all this, we are indebted to
Karpal’s selfless example. Karpal
has courageously shown that he
cannot be cowed and that he cannot be silenced. Malaysians are
fortunate that Karpal is a fighter
who has been present and who
continues to be engaged in every
important defence of Malaysian
democracy.
Today, when Karpal himself
needs defending, I would like to
assure him that we in Aliran, who
have long been dedicated to a similar defence of justice and democracy, will stand by him, and all
others like him, until justice is
done. q

P. Ramakrishnan, President of Aliran delivered this speech at a
DAP Forum “Justice at
Crossroads” in Penang
on 29 January 2000.

DEMOCRACY

Until

Justice

Is

Done:

Struggle To Defend Karpal, Uphold Rule Of Law

Brilliant lawyer.., fearless defender of
human rights.. vociferous parliamentarian

et me begin by paying a
very brief tribute to the
honourable Malaysian
in whose defence we
meet this evening. Over a long and
illustrious career, Saudara Karpal
Singh has chalked up an immensely inspiring record. Today
Karpal Singh is known not only
to Malaysians but around the
world as a brilliant lawyer, a fearless defender of human rights and
a vociferous parliamentarian.

L

Please allow me to mention, too,
several
other
honourable
Malaysians who also need our
support.
Fewer Malaysians would have
known Saudara Zulkifli Sulong
before Reformasi. But, under
Zulkifli’s editorship, Harakah
emerged as an impressive and
popular alternative newspaper
when the public was tired of lies
and distortions in the mainstream

papers. Puan Marina Yusoff has
been a staunch critic of Dr
Mahathir’s government. Saudara
Mohamad Ezam chose to battle for
Reformasi when many of his erstwhile colleagues preferred to remain deaf and dumb to the injustices Anwar had to endure. Encik
Chia Lim Thye would probably
have been unknown to virtually
all of us here tonight if he weren’t
the Harakah printer until recently.

assed, more than just his freedom
is threatened. When other people,
such as Zulkifli Sulong, Marina
Yusoff, Mohamad Ezam and Chia
Lim Thye, are also hackled, more
than their civil rights and liberties are threatened.

For Saudara Karpal and these
other honourable Malaysians facing one or another charge, these
are indeed difficult times.

What do those in power hope for
when they try to stifle outspoken
critics and vociferous dissidents?

But these are very difficult times
not just for them, but equally for
what they represent and what
they have tried to defend – which
is nothing less than Malaysian democracy itself.

Our Rights And
Liberties
Targeted
When the government chooses to
mount an assault on people who
champion the cause of democracy,
then the government in fact attacks the very foundations of democracy. For it’s the defenders of
democracy who are the very people who keep freedom alive, who
speak up for the rights of all citizens, and who take up the grievances of the public.

In the end, it is the freedom of all
Malaysians, our human rights
and civil liberties that are targeted.

Those in power hope to silence
them, and, in so doing, put fear
and strike terror in the hearts of
ordinary, decent and caring
Malaysians. The authorities hope
thereby to frighten Malaysians so
much so that no one will dare to
stand up and point an accusing
finger at the authorities, and say,
“Your ways are wrong, your laws
unfair; your policies discriminating, your prosecution selective,
and you protect your friends and
harass your foes.”

Why

Now?

Why do the authorities prosecute
Karpal now? Why do they prosecute Zulkifli, Marina, Ezam, and
Chia as well?
It is because the authorities who

When someone so prominent as
Karpal Singh is hackled and har-
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Continued on page 38

